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INTRODUCTION 
On the 9th of February 1847, Earl Grey, the Secretary of 
State for the Colonies, sent a circular despatch to all 
colonies under the British Crown requesting that they 
provide him with details of each of the major newspapers 
that were currently operating. This was nothing new. 
Grey commented in the despatch that it had been a common 
practice for a number of years and that "there are no 
means by which Her Majesty's Government may become 
acquainted with the general tone and temper of Colonial 
Society so readily as through the Colonial Press." 1 He 
wanted information on the circulation of each paper, to 
which classes in society each might appeal and the 
general character of the particular paper. He stressed 
that all despatches on this subject would be 
confidential. 
Governor William Denison of Van Diemen's Land referred 
the matter to Colonial Secretary J.B. Bicheno on the 21 
July 1847. Bicheno's confidential reply noted that the 
north of the colony supported two journals published 
twice weekly, the Cornwall Chronicle and the Launceston 
Examiner. He also commented that Mr. William Lushington 
Goodwin, editor of the former, was once again its sole 
Historical Records of Australia, Series 1, Volume 
XXV, (Sydney, 1925), p. 354 
3 
proprietor. When Goodwin had become insolvent he had 
managed the business, paying rent to Mr. John Cameron who 
bought it at public auction. Bicheno continued: "It has 
usually been an extremely scurrilous paper, and does not 
possess much influence amongst the more respectable 
classes of Society, but it is extensively circulated 
amongst the Licensed Victuallers, and read by many who 
love personalities. It advocates the continuance of 
transportation to this Colony. ' 2 The Launceston 
Examiner, on the other hand, was considered to be "a very 
respectable paper especially amongst the better sort of 
persons on the Northern side." 3 It was also acknowledged 
as being the advocate of the cessation of transportation. 
Governor Denison forwarded this reply to Earl Grey on the 
10th of November 1847 and added some remarks of his own, 
including the fact that this information might, to a 
certain extent, be outdated by the time it was received 
because newspapers appeared to change hands and because 
"the character of a paper is in this Colony so entirely 
dependent upon that of its Editor." 4 
This thesis examines and analyses the pages of the 
Cornwall Chronicle from 1835 until 1847 with reference to 
2 	Tasmanian Historical Research Association Paper and 
Proceedings, Volume 3, (Hobart, 1954) p. 88 
3 	Ibid 
4 	Ibid 
4 
the observations of Earl Grey, Colonial Secretary Bicheno 
and Governor Denison and within the context of the 
prevailing social, economic and political conditions. 
The analysis of any newspaper includes the development of 
the newspaper itself, but also takes into account the 
"perceptions and experiences of its readers as reflected 
in the content." 5 All components of a newspaper's 
content ought to be analysed if conclusions are to be 
drawn about that particular newspaper reflecting the 
society in which it operates. For example, an analysis 
of the content of the notices and advertisements gives an 
indication of the goods and services available, as well 
as what percentage of space in the newspaper is devoted 
to advertising. The editorial comment, on the other 
hand, can act as a guide to understanding the views of 
the readers and the correspondent's page can indicate 
that audience's reaction to an issue. However, not all 
readers would view the contents of a newspaper in the 
same way, and the fact that an item may appear frequently 
does not necessarily reflect its importance. With these 
constraints therefore, what is to be gained from an 
analysis of the content? By analysing the content of a 
newspaper we are able to examine the way of life as it is 
expressed for those readers at that particular time, and 
5 	V. Berridge, 
Research on Newspapers", 
Press in English Society, 
"Content Analysis and Historical 
in M. Harris and A. Lee (ed), The 
(Rutherford, 1986), p. 207 
5 
to use Earl Grey's words, "become acquainted with the 
general tone and temper of Colonial Society." 6 
The Introduction to the thesis provides the frame of 
reference as well as some background information on the 
settlement of Launceston. Part A examines the Cornwall 
Chronicle in terms of its general appearance and layout, 
the circulation and distribution, its editor and its 
competitors. Part A aims to establish the identity of 
this particular colonial newspaper. 
Part B of the thesis aims to add to that identity by 
analysing the content of the newspaper. It examines some 
of the components of Van Diemen's Land society as they 
are interpreted in the pages of the newspaper. 
Part C addresses the issues of colonial administration, 
transportation, freedom of the press and scurrility as 
presented in the Cornwall Chronicle and within the 
broader colonial context. 	These issues have been 
selected because of their relevance to Van Diemen's Land 
society in general, and to an understanding of the 
character of the newspaper in particular. 
The conclusion to the thesis relates the comments of 
Grey, Denison and Bicheno to this analysis. Because the 
6 Historical Records of Australia Series 1, Volume XXV 
op cit, p 354 
6 
relationship between any society and the newspaper(s) 
which serve it is a complex one, it is difficult to draw 
conclusions about that particular society. Nevertheless, 
the difficulty will be confronted. 
7 
SOME BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Late in 1804, Lt. Col. William Paterson of the New South 
Wales Corps was given command of that part of Van 
Diemen's Land north of the 42 parallel known as the 
district of Cornwall. Governor P G King of New South 
Wales had received the order to occupy Port Dalrymple in 
a despatch from Lord Hobart, Secretary of State for War 
and the Colonies, in May of that year. Paterson had 
arrived at the mouth of the Tamar with convicts, 
soldiers, officers, women and children: a total of one 
hundred and eighty one people. He explored the North and 
South Esk Rivers and the Tamar, naming them in honour of 
Governor King who had been born in Launceston on the 
Tamar in Cornwall, England. Paterson decided on West 
Arm, York Town as the site for settlement. 
The establishment of Launceston, first known as Ritchings 
Park, then Patersonia, as the main settlement and 
official headquarters of the district of Cornwall was not 
a foregone conclusion. In 1811 Governor Lachlan 
Macquarie visited the settlement at Launceston on a tour 
of inspection. However, he chose the site at George Town 
as the chief settlement of Port Dalrymple. Macquarie 
considered Launceston unsuitable for a number of reasons: 
the navigation of the river was awkward and dangerous, 
8 
fresh water was not readily available and the land was 
swampy, low lying and prone to flooding. All of these 
factors remained issues that affected the township and 
its inhabitants for many years to come: the pages of the 
Cornwall Chronicle bear witness to this. 
But, as a site, Launceston had the advantage and 
attraction of close proximity to rich agricultural land 
and the support of Commissioner J T Bigge who had been 
sent out from England in 1820 to investigate the colonies 
of New South Wales and Van Diemen's Land and recommend 
how they might be developed. By 1824 the decision had 
been made and the headquarters were transferred from 
George Town to Launceston. As a consequence, and with the 
added incentive of the separation of the colony of Van 
Diemen's Land from New South Wales in 1825, the town's 
development was hastened. 
By 1835 the population of Launceston was 5041 
inhabitants: this was made up of 1931 free males, 1261 
free females, 1619 convict males and 230 convict 
females.' The hinterland included the expanding 
settlements along the South Esk, the Macquarie and the 
Meander rivers: a hinterland that provided Launceston 
with a ready market and the means for a profitable export 
industry. Exports from Launceston were valued at over 
7 James Ross, Hobart Town Almanack and Van Diemen's 
Land Annual for 1835, (Hobart Town 1835), p. 47 
9 
eighty five thousand pounds, not much less than the 
nearly one hundred and twenty thousand pounds from Hobart 
Town. 8 
Volume 1 number 1 of the Cornwall Chronicle, printed and 
published by William Mann, George Street, Launceston, 
appeared on Saturday, 14 February 1835. It was a four 
page weekly which cost subscribers 13 shillings per 
quarter or 10 shillings if paid in advance. Single 
copies were one shilling each. "The Cornwall Chronicle, 
originally an opposition paper, under the name of The 
Independent, (is) now the property of Mr. Mann, who 
promises to conduct it on the broad and liberal 
principles of colonial and national prosperity." 9 From 
Saturday April 18 1835, the Cornwall Chronicle was to be 
edited by William Lushington Goodwin, printed and 
published by William Mann. 
H W H Smythe's map of Launceston l° provides an excellent 
basis for understanding the layout of the town at this 
time. "The map almost certainly represents the earliest 
urban land-use survey undertaken in Australia, and the 
plan is in advance of its time in cartographic 
James Ross, op cit, page 50 
James Ross, op cit, page 55 
See Appendix 1 
8 
9 
10 
10 
principles, notably in the classification of 
buildings." 11 The initial notice which announced the 
near completion of Smythe's "Plan of the Town and Suburbs 
of Launceston, Van Diemen's Land" described Launceston as 
"a rapidly increasing town." 12 Brisbane Street was the 
main street having the most number of public offices, 
stores and principal hotels. The town boundary was Hill 
Street to the west, Frankland Street to the south and 
Abbott Street to the east. "The town was restricted to 
the south bank of the North Esk and confined between the 
hills, a compact little town, roughly the area of the 
central business district and its immediate environs 
now." 13 
James Backhouse's description dated the 19 of May, 1837, 
provides details of the town's general appearance. 
"Launceston has increased greatly in population and in 
good buildings, (most of which are of brick), since we 
first visited it. Many of the streets are 
„ 14 macadamized... 	William Mann, writing in the late 
1830s, maintained that "In spite of all the opposition it 
L. S. Bethell, The Story of Port Dalrymple, (Hobart, 
1957), page 104 
column 5 page 4 Cornwall Chronicle 15 August 1835 
13 E. Ratcliff, "The Town in 1842", in Launceston 
Historical Society Papers and Proceedings, Vol. 1 (Launceston, 
1989), p. 48 
14 J. Backhouse, Extracts from the Letters of James 
Backhouse, 2nd Edition, (Lindfield, 1837) p. 47 
11 
has received, this town ...has improved more rapidly than 
any other in the Australian colonies." 15 Mann arrived in 
Van Diemen's Land in 1832 and was engaged in a range of 
pursuits which included writing and publishing Six Years 
Residence in the Australian Colonies. He preceded 
William Lushington Goodwin as the editor of the Cornwall 
Chronicle. 
The Cornwall Chronicle was not the first newspaper in 
Launceston, having been preceded by the short-lived (only 
twenty issues) Tasmanian and Port Dalrymple Advertiser, 
established by George Terry Howe, in 1825. The 
Launceston Advertiser owned by John Pascoe Fawkner and 
the Cornwall Press and Commercial Advertiser belonging to 
S B Dowsett, were established at the same time, in 1829, 
as rivals. The Cornwall Press survived only four 
months, but two years later Dowsett began the Launceston 
Independent which ran until 31 January 1835, and had W L 
Goodwin as its Editor. The Cornwall Chronicle, founded 
by Mann, succeeded the Independent as its opening 
editorial states. The Advertiser remained however, and 
was to become a strong rival of the Cornwall Chronicle. 
It was taken over by the Examiner, set up in 1842, in 
January 1847. 
15 	W. Mann, Six Years Residence in the Australian 
Provinces, (London, 1839), p. 98 
12 
Launceston served a rural community. Notices and 
advertisements from the first edition of the Cornwall 
Chronicle are evidence of this: a cow impounded, Edmund 
Ferguson, veterinary surgeon, had changed premises, a 
farrier advertised his services and Charles Reid informed 
the inhabitants of Norfolk Plains and the settlers in the 
neighbourhood that he had new supplies, and would accept 
payment in grain, wool, bark and kangaroo skins." 
Launceston settlers could become members of the Ploughing 
Association 17 or meet at White's Hotel in Brisbane Street 
with other members of the Agricultural Association." 
The weekly references to shipping matters (notices of 
ships arriving and departing or captains notifying the 
townspeople that they would not assume responsibility for 
their crewmens' debts) indicate a busy and a profitable 
port. The Returns from the Customs Department for 1835 
show the exports from Hobart Town were 140,537 pounds , 
compared with 169,581 pounds from Launceston. 19 
Launceston in 1835, had developed into a busy, little 
town. Its focus was both agricultural and maritime: "a 
curious rural air... a tang of the sea-breeze. „ 20  
16 column 3 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 14 February 1835 
column 2 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 30 June 1838 
18 column 5 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 28 February 1835 
19 	page 98 W Mann, Six Years Residence in the 
Australian Provinces, London, Smith Elder & Co, 1839 
20 	L. S. Bethell, op cit, page 97 
13 
PART 1 	THE COLONIAL NEWSPAPER 
The colonial newspaper was not predictable in its layout. 
Circumstances made uniformity impossible. The quantity 
of space devoted to different types of news varied from 
issue to issue: overseas news might not have been 
available, neither might the paper for printing. "News 
travelled slowly and irregularly, and it was given to the 
„ 21 public in the same style. 	According to Henry Mayer, 
it was not until the 1860s that much attention was paid 
to the attractive display of material. Until that time, 
the colonial newspaper consisted of "columns of closely 
packed type without a subheading to break the 
monotony" 22 , as well as "the promiscuous scattering of 
news items throughout the pages." 23 
The arrangement of the material within a newspaper 
provides the initial impression of that newspaper's 
identity. An analysis of that arrangement can serve as a 
guide to the function of the newspaper and to an 
understanding of its components. 
21 	H. Button, Flotsam and Jetsam, (Launceston, 1909), 
page 100 
22 H. Mayer, The Press in Australia", (Melbourne, 
1964), page 13 
23 op cit 
14 
1.1 	FIRST IMPRESSIONS 
The first edition of the Cornwall Chronicle was to 
provide the framework for the layout of the paper 
throughout the period 1835 until 1845 when major changes 
occurred. It was four pages long, each page was five 
columns wide and the pages were not numbered. 
A brief comparison indicates that the Cornwall Chronicle, 
in its first year, was similar in content, if not in 
format, to its contemporaries. The Colonial Times was 
eight, numbered pages long, beginning with a page of 
advertisements. The editorial comment discussed 
transportation and convict discipline. 24  The True 
Colonist of Hobart Town however, was a daily. It 
included a similar editorial comment on the convict 
question and a range of advertisements m . 
Because the pages of the Cornwall Chronicle were not 
numbered until 1845, it is not always clear when 
24 	The Colonial Times, February 17, 1835 
25 	The True Colonist, 14 February 1835 
15 
additional pages were printed 26 , although if a supplement 
was put out it was usually described as such. 
Supplements, usually containing advertisements or 
overseas material, were printed irregularly during the 
period 1835 until 1845. 27 
The number of columns per page varied between five and 
six during the first three years of the paper's 
existence. By the end of 1837 the number was six and 
"with better type" 28 . The following year, the editor had 
increased the number of columns per page to seven, 
"thereby increasing the means of general information and 
enabling me to render increased service to the friends of 
the Independent Press, and to Freedom. " 29 The editor 
acknowledged therefore, that a change to the layout of 
the "People's Journal"" impacted upon his paper's 
identity and its role within colonial society. 
A series of engravings, comprising both woodcuts and 
etchings, appeared between 1836 and 1838 as cartoons and 
26 the editions of the Cornwall Chronicle of 20 June 
1840 and 22 August 1840 both had more than four pages. 
27 Supplements appeared: 23 January 1836, 3 December 
1836, 20 January 1838, 20 November 1841, 24 December 1841, 15 
January 1842, 25 March 1843. 
28 J. Bonwick, Early Struggles of the Australian Press, 
(London, 1890) page 39 
29 	column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 4 August 1838 
30 	column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 6 January 1838 
16 
caricatures, often of a political nature. The woodcuts 
appeared between 16 April 1836 and 15 April 1837 and the 
etchings between 29 July 1837 and 31 March 1838. On the 
30 November 1839 and the 25 December 1841 two etchings 
appeared separately. This series provided the Cornwall 
Chronicle with perhaps the most unique and memorable 
feature of its layout, as well as a reputation for 
abusive and satirical comment on personalities of the 
day. 	"It is believed that this is the first appearance 
of such a series in the Australian press." 32 The 
"Gallery of Comicalities" was the series name given to 
some of the woodcuts: they were often accompanied by 
either a verse or prose. 
Some of this series are reputed to have been executed by 
Editor W L Goodwin himself, since several of the etchings 
bear his signature. 33 He may have been responsible for 
the original drawing however, and not necessarily the 
etching. The paper saw the woodcuts as operating for 
both the amusement and the advantage of the colonists in 
showing up "the inconsistencies and oddities of the 
day." 34 Nevertheless, the woodcuts created controversy 
31 	See Appendix 2 for a list of the engravings and 
dates of publication. 
32 C. Craig, The Engravers of Van Diemen's Land, 
(Launceston, 1961), page 116 
33 See Appendix 2 
34 	page. 1 Cornwall Chronicle 16 April 1836 
17 
and described as being "of the most vulgar description", 
caused thirteen Launceston gentlemen to relinquish their 
subscriptions. 0 
These were not the only illustrations to give diversity 
to the newspaper's layout. In the first edition, a 
picture of a horse and dismounted rider appeared above 
the heading "Entire Horses", and above the "To be sold by 
Public Auction" there was a drawing of an auctioneer with 
a raised hammeru . There were also two small drawings of 
ships beside the shipping notices, for "London Direct" 
and "For the Cape of Good Hope". 37  Towards the end of 
1843 the layout altered with the appearance of more 
illustrations: for example, above the "Police Report", 
the section on "Coroner's Inquests" and "This Day's 
Post". 
The front page of any newspaper is a vital one: readers 
would expect to find the most tempting and the most 
pressing information. From the first number in 1835 
until the edition of June 6 1835, when the front page 
contained excerpts from English, French and Spanish 
papers, this page was laid out with advertisements and 
35 column 2 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 23 April 1838 
36 column 1 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 14 February 1835 
37 	column 4 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 14 February 1835 
18 
notices. By the October 12 1839 edition, the 
advertisements and notices had returned to the front page 
but there were changes again the following year. The 11 
of January 1840 edition, now with seven columns per page, 
contained details from the Court of General Quarter 
Sessions on the front page: the advertisements had been 
relegated to pages two and three. 
No matter their location, the proportion of space taken 
up by advertisements remained high, in some editions 
averaging two out of the four pages of the paper. 
However, there was little attempt to organise these 
advertisements into any sort of ordered layout. The 25 
January 1840 paper, for example, had seventy four 
advertisements all together on the front page, with the 
much goats for sale among the situations vacant. By the 
first edition of 1843, the front page advertisements were 
laid out in seven columns with a greater degree of order. 
For example, the four notices which referred to schools 
and their re-opening dates after the Christmas break, 
(the Dancing School, Mrs Hines, Mr Dowsett and Miss 
Christison38 ), all follow each other. 
The layout of the paper could be altered by the size of 
the advertisements. By 1840 there was a greater variety 
38 	columns 4 & 5 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 7 January 
1843 
19 
in the size of the advertisement, as well as the size of 
the font used. For example, some advertisements were now 
two columns wide and so the paper took on a different 
appearance." 
One explanation for the removal of advertisements and 
notices from the front page may have been the arrival of 
ships into Launceston with news from overseas. Overseas 
news was an important and an integral part of the 
colonial newspaper, on occasions taking precedence over 
local items. Although isolated from the rest of the 
world, Launceston readers were kept informed of a wide 
variety of overseas events. British news was obviously 
the most popular and regular accounts of the proceedings 
of the British Parliament, as well as such events as the 
coronation of Queen Victoria" and the marriage of "the 
sovereign lady" 41 , were included. 
News from either Sydney, Port Phillip and South Australia 
and of course, from Hobart Town, appeared in every issue 
of the paper. Extracts from Port Phillip and Sydney 
39 	page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 29 August 1840 
page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 5 September 1840 
See Appendix 3 
40 	columns 2 & 3 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 10 November 
1838 
column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 2 January 1841 
20 
papers also appeared. 42  Because of Launceston's position 
in relation to the new settlements of Port Phillip, Swan 
River and Adelaide, the town profited from the demand for 
provisions, building materials and livestock. 
Articles from other newspapers such as the Hobart Town 
Courier would be re-printed with an acknowledgment of 
their source, and sometimes with an editorial comment 
from the Cornwall Chronicle as a conclusion. 
The editorial comment of the Cornwall Chronicle was 
located on either page two or page four. The editor 
usually chose to comment on local events, such as murders 
and drownings, bushfires and shipwrecks, as well as a 
range of colonial issues, from convict discipline to 
emigration to education to the wheat market. But lest 
the inhabitants should forget that they were a British 
colony, colonial matters would usually take second place 
to overseas news if a ship, carrying British newspapers, 
had just arrived. 
The addition of the words "Commercial and Agricultural 
Register" to the title of the paper first appeared on 13 
July 1839. This name change coincided with the move of 
the publishing office from George to Charles Street, at 
the rear of the Commercial and Agricultural Exchange. 
42 columns 5, 6 & 7 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 18 
January 1840 
21 
This Exchange, whose establishment was announced earlier 
that year, was described as meeting "with promises of the 
warmest support from the gentlemen of town and 
country." 43 April 1841 saw the addition of the word 
"naval" to the paper's name. The full title became, and 
remained for the period under discussion, the Cornwall 
Chronicle and Commercial, Agricultural and Naval 
Register. 44 These changes to the newspaper's title were 
a reflection of the town's commercial focus as well as 
both the newspaper's and the editor's links with the 
Exchange. In the first edition for the New Year 1846, 
the title appeared in a banner which significantly 
altered the appearance of the front page. 45 
Cornwall Chronicle readers were notified in the 3 October 
1840 number that, as from the 7, the paper would be 
published on Wednesdays as well as Saturdays. There 
would be no additional charge to subscribers, but postage 
wouldn't be paid for either of the papers. 46  The 
Wednesday edition, like the Saturday one, was four pages 
long and for the most part followed the same format. 
That is, page one was advertisements and notices, page 
two included local information with some editorial 
43 column 7 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 4 May 1839 
44 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 10 April 1841 
45 See Appendix 4 
46 column 3 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 3 October 1840 
22 
comment, page three had more advertisements which usually 
carried over onto page four. Page four usually included 
information from the Government Gazette. 
However, the printing of the paper twice weekly at this 
stage was short lived. The 16 January edition of the 
following year, by way of explanation, merely stated 
"circumstances which it •is unnecessary to explain, 
prevented our getting out last Wednesday's number."" 
Neither a second Cornwall Chronicle nor a supplement, The 
Trifler and Literary Gleaner, "devoted to the 
dissemination of useful and amusing and humorous 
information", and including woodcuts, was planned for 
publication by Goodwin in 1842. 48 Although its 
publication date of October 1 was delayed", by 24 
December there was acknowledgment of the public's 
support, "beyond our expectation", for this "little 
nonsense. so  As a consequence the Trifler was to be 
increased in size from the next quarter. 
The Cornwall Chronicle returned to being published twice 
weekly in November 1843: the Wednesday edition was the 
47 	column 3 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 13 January 1841 
48 	columns 3 & 4 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 3 September 
1842 
49 	column 4 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 1 October 1842 
50 	column 3 page 4 Cornwall Chronicle 24 December 1842 
23 
same size as the Saturday one and first appeared on the 
15 of the month. By July 1844, although still the same 
four pages in length and each page with seven columns, 
the Chronicle displayed more variety in its layout. This 
was particularly noticeable with the range of fonts used, 
with illustrations appearing with some advertisements, 
the use of white space and lines to mark off one 
advertisement from another. 51 
In March 1843 another change to the Cornwall Chronicle's 
appearance occurred. The 11 of March 1843 issue was 
smaller in size than previous editions, although still 
four pages in length. The explanation given was that 
because of the unavailability of either single or double 
demy, the paper had to be printed on crown. 52 An 
advertisement for "a quantity of Double Demy" had 
appeared the week before. 53 By May of that year the 
paper was back to a size closer to its original and still 
four pages. 
The front page of the Cornwall Chronicle was to undergo 
variations to its appearance during 1843. For a brief 
period54 , page one contained information from the Hobart 
51 	page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 24 July 1844 
See Appendix 5 
52 	columns 1 & 2 page 4 Cornwall Chronicle 8 April 1843 
53 column 3 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 1 April 1843 
54 beginning with the issue of 13 May 1843 
24 
Town Gazette only. By the 10 June edition however, 
advertisements had begun to reappear on this page 
together with the Hobart Town Gazette information. By 8 
July it was back to advertisements only, with the Gazette 
information appearing on the back page. 
For a variety of reasons, the Cornwall Chronicle, during 
the first decade of its existence had seen only 
relatively minor changes to its overall appearance. In 
1845 however, it was a different circumstance that 
resulted in a more sophisticated appearance. 
An accident to the press during the preparation of the 
previous Saturday's edition effected the most dramatic 
change to the layout since the first number. Although no 
details of the accident were provided, except that the 
press could not be fixed % , the Cornwall Chronicle took 
the opportunity of making significant changes to the 
paper. The paper was to be increased to twelve pages, 
each three columns wide; the pages would be numbered and 
at the end of every year, a title page and index would be 
supplied so that the paper could be bound into a 
volume. % The price, information regarding circulation, 
title, volume and number remained the same. 
55 	column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 16 July 1845 
56 	column 2 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle July 26 1845 
25 
The advertisements on page one had now been replaced by 
local issues and overseas commentary. Readers were 
informed that space would be provided for the following 
topics: agriculture, horticulture, scientific, literary, 
legal, medical, religious, miscellaneous, political, 
biographical and poetical. Letters from correspondents 
on these topics was invited. 57  This was a written 
acknowledgment of the range of issues that had always 
been covered in the paper's pages, although not always 
all of them each number. It was also a definite shift 
towards a more streamlined and organised-looking paper. 
Other subtle changes occurred to the paper's format 
during that year. Headings such as "Livestock",""Arts 
and Sciences" and "Fashions"" were included to separate 
sections and to group items of a similar nature together. 
Some subheadings were shaded and illustrations which had 
previously accompanied such notices as "Shipping News" 
and "Entire Horses" no longer appeared. 
From the first edition, the Cornwall Chronicle 
established its direction and philosophy by the inclusion 
of a number of quotations within its pages. These 
quotations became an integral part of the paper's layout. 
58 
73 
74 
Cornwall Chronicle 6 August 1845 
Cornwall Chronicle 13 August 1845 
Cornwall Chronicle August 13 1845 
57 
58 
59 
column page 
column page 
column page 
26 
A quote from Milton, "This is true Liberty; when freeborn 
men Having to advise the Public, may speak out" preceded 
the first editorial comment." The quotation which was 
to become synonymous with the newspaper, "Honesty of 
Purpose and the good of our Adopted Country", appeared in 
the second edition of the paper 61 . This quote, together 
with the lion and the unicorn, appeared on the front page 
from the edition of 11 April 1835. A second quotation, 
this time from the Roman historian Sallust, "Liberty with 
danger is to be preferred to slavery with security" was 
printed above the page two editorial comment 62 . While 
the distribution of material within the paper altered 
from one edition to the next, the quotation, above the 
editorial comment, remained as a distinguishing feature. 
The editorial comment in the Cornwall Chronicle was 
almost always identifiable because it was preceded by the 
title of the paper, the date and the quotations. 
Although it usually appeared on page two, it moved for a 
brief period to the back page in 1840. 63 
60 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 14 February 1835 
61 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 21 February 1835 
62 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 1 August 1835 
63 Between, and including, the editions of 20 June and 
19 September 1840, the editorial comment appeared on page four 
of the paper. 
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Given the technology of nineteenth century printing and 
publishing, there are surprisingly few typographical 
errors in the layout of the newspaper. Incorrect location 
of letters ,64 misspellings and the wrong date" occurred 
on more than one occasion. "Haste" was the reason given 
for the typographical errors in the 29 January 1842 
newspaper66 . 
The paper was not always a reliable source of 
information, understandable at a time when communications 
were at the mercy of the elements, the distances, the 
state of the roads and the messengers. In recording "the 
melancholy death of Mr. Mitchell, near Campbell Town", 67 
the Cornwall Chronicle had erred. The following week a 
notice acknowledged that the report of his death "was, as 
is very usual in this Town, incorrect." 68 The follow-up 
to this incident was a notice alerting subscribers to the 
fact that death notices would only be inserted if they 
had been sent in by friends of the deceased and paid for 
as an advertisement." 
64 	"Sautrday" 	page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 22 February 
1840 
65 	column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 28 October 1842, 
reads October 24 instead of October 28 
the edition of January 7, 1837 reads 1836 
66 	column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 29 January 1842 
67 	column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 30 April 1836 
68 	column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 7 May 1836 
69 	column 1 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 28 May 1836 
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1.2 	CIRCULATION AND DISTRIBUTION 
In May 1838 there were twenty three newspapers in the 
Australian colonies, seventeen of which were published 
weekly". James Bonwick, Hobart Town school teacher and 
author, estimated that the average circulation of each 
would be five hundred and therefore, "the influence of 
the Press will be readily admitted." 71 
Any discussion on the number of people who read a 
particular newspaper presupposes a relationship between 
the extent of literacy and the circulation of a newspaper 
or papers within a particular society. It is difficult 
to determine the extent of literacy in Van Diemen's Land 
in the 1830s and 40s. R K Webb, Stephen Nicholas and 
Raymond Williams provide a starting point, albeit a 
general one. Webb refers to a "mass" public in England 
by the 1840s, when from two thirds to three quarters of 
the workers could read" fl . Nicholas adds to the picture. 
If "three quarters of the English convicts who arrived in 
70 	J. Bonwick, op cit, page 39 
71 	Ibid 
72 	R. K. Webb, The British Working Class Reader 1790- 
1848 (London, 1955) in H. Mayer, The Press in Australia, 
(Melbourne, 1964), page 2 
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New South Wales could read and/or write" 73 it seems 
appropriate to conclude that a similar proportion 
arriving in Van Diemen's Land were similarly educated. 
The population of the colony was 40,172 in 1835, 42% of 
which were convicts: by 1847 the population had risen to 
67,918, 36% of which were convicts. 74 Moreover, since a 
significant proportion of the "free" community of these 
years had arrived in the colony as convicts, Nicholas' 
statement could imply that approximately one third of the 
population was literate. Apart from being speculative, 
this conclusion is misleading if, according to R 
Williams, during last century, "the numbers of people who 
either bought or read newspapers were far below the 
lowest possible estimates of the numbers of people who 
were able to read." 75 
I have chosen to refer to the contents of the Cornwall 
Chronicle itself to indicate both the size and the 
relevance of its circulation. Initial references to the 
circulation and distribution of the newspaper, both 
within and outside the colony, were couched in broad 
terms: "The Cornwall Chronicle has a very extensive 
73 S Nicholas (ed), Convict Workers - Reinterpreting 
Australia's Past, (Cambridge, 1988), page 9 
74 M. Hartwell, The Economic Development of Van 
Diemen's Land 1820 -1850, (Melbourne, 1954), page 68 
75 R. Williams, "The Press and Popular Culture" in 
Newspaper History: from the 17th Century to the Present Day, 
G. Boyce, J. Curran & P. Wingate (eds), (London, 1978) page 42 
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circulation in both town and country" 76 and "most parts 
of the civilised world" would receive the paper "by every 
possible opportunity". 77 
The extent of the paper's distribution can be used as a 
guide to its circulation. The paper was delivered the 
morning after publication "along the main road to Perth, 
the White Hills, Evandale, Perth and Norfolk Plains" and 
posted to "every part of the Colony". 78 The 
establishment of local agencies was an important part of 
the development of the paper's distribution. While Mr. 
Cook was named as the Cornwall Chronicle agent at 
Longford, an agent for the township of Perth and district 
was requested. 79  By 1845 the route had been extended and 
included Perth, Norfolk Plains, Carrick, Westbury, 
Evandale, Cocked Hat, Whitehills, the East and West banks 
of the Tamar and George Town. 80  An improved network of 
roads, a more efficient coach service and a larger 
population had created the likelihood of an increase in 
circulation. Notices which appeared for the Midlands 
Agricultural Association quarterly meeting, held at 
Campbelltown, the Accounts of the Auditing Committee for 
76 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 7 October 1837 
77 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 17 February 1838 
78 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 2 January 1841 
79 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 13 April 1844 
80 page 142 Cornwall Chronicle 6 September 1845 
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the Longford Benevolent Society 81 and a Grand Concert and 
Ball to be held in the Campbelltown Assembly Rooms 82 , are 
all a part of the "country" circulation picture. 
Rivalry between colonial newspapers was intense and 
debate over the size of a newspaper's circulation was an 
important facet of this rivalry. Statements such as "by 
the end of the next quarter, the circulation of the 
Chronicle will reach 2,300 copies.. .by far exceeding that 
of any two journals published in this Colony", 83 that 
the circulation "exceeds that of either of our local 
contemporaries" and that the town circulation is "upwards 
of three hundred copies" 84 are examples of the rivalry. 
The debate increased in intensity once the Examiner 
appeared on the scene in March 1842. The suggestions by 
the newcomer that its circulation might be larger than 
the Chronicle was described by the latter as "an 
atrocious...falsehood" 85 . The Cornwall Chronicle 
believed that its own subscribers list equalled "at 
least, and we believe 
Launceston Advertiser 
exceeds, those of the Examiner, the 
and the Teetotal Advocate. „ 86 	The 
3 Cornwall Chronicle 4 April 1840 
5 Cornwall Chronicle 12 September 1840 
1 Cornwall Chronicle 18 January 1841 
2 Cornwall Chronicle 1 January 1842 
2 Cornwall Chronicle 16 September 1843 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
column 
column 
column 
column 
column 
op cit 
6 page 
3 page 
2 page 
2 page 
5 page 
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following Saturday's paper provided the evidence: The 
Chronicle 800, the Advertiser 200, the Advocate 80, the 
Examiner 350. 87 
The rivalry issue revealed that opposition to the 
Cornwall Chronicle could have positive repercussions, 
especially in terms of enlarging the readership. In 
November 1844 it was claimed that the circulation of the 
paper has increased daily since those opposing it had 
begun their campaign. 88 
The number of subscribers a newspaper had was an 
important issue in terms of potential revenue. From 16 
October 1844, the following line appeared on the front 
page, "THE CIRCULATION OF THE CHRONICLE IS CONSIDERABLY 
GREATER THAN ANY PAPER PUBLISHED IN THE COLONY - AND IS 
THREE TIMES THE NUMBER OF THE OTHER LAUNCESTON PAPERS 
UNITED - THUS CONSTITUTING THE BEST MEDIUM FOR 
ADVERTISING." This was an acknowledgment of the direct 
link between the paper's circulation and its advertising 
potential. 
The Cornwall Chronicle had an overseas audience as well. 
Orders were received from Sydney, New Zealand, South 
Australia and Port Phillip, but conditions stated that 
87 	column 5 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 23 September 1843 
88 	column 2 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 13 November 1844 
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half of the subscription had to be paid in advance or a 
reference for payment in Launceston would need to be 
provided. 89  Commanders of vessels berthed at Launceston 
were advised that when leaving the port they would be 
given free copies of the local papers. 9° Notification 
that the Cornwall Chronicle was regularly filed with Mr P 
L Simmonds in London the agent for the Colonial and 
foreign newspapers, ensured the likelihood of a wider 
readership 91 
Subscribers were likely to receive their papers late, 
irregularly or perhaps not at all. While the paper was 
sold from the printing office in George Street and later 
from Charles Street, country readers would rely on a 
"trusty messenger to deliver newspapers a few miles out 
of town." 92 The Post Office, under the control of a 
Director-General with the passing of a Postal Act in 
1832, was responsible for the delivery of newspapers as 
well as letters. In 1834 it cost one penny to send a 
newspaper and letters sixpence a half ounce. Non 
delivery of newspapers by the Post Office occurred and 
was criticised. 93  However, Post Office officials were 
89 column 3 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 10 April 1841 
90 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 6 June 1840 
91 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 3 January 1844 
92 column 3 page 4 Cornwall Chronicle 25 July 1835 
93 column 5 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 11 July 1840 
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not the only ones to blame. Robert Bambridge, employed to 
deliver the paper, hadn't done so. In fact he hadn't 
been near the printing office for three weeks! An excess 
of alcohol was presumed to be the cause. 94 
While there is nothing to indicate what percentage of 
Cornwall Chronicle readers were females, there is little 
evidence that the paper might have catered for such a 
special readership anyway. The Australian commented in 
1845 that it considered the Sydney newspapers to be too 
commercial to appeal to female readers and it proposed 
enlarging the paper to include literature, art and 
science. 95 Contributions from these disciplines did not 
appear regularly in the pages of the Chronicle until the 
appearance of a more sophisticated looking newspaper in 
1845. One female subscriber, declaring it to be "an 
unusual circumstance for a lady to address you"", but 
knowing the Cornwall Chronicle "to be open to all 
parties"" wrote to the editor. Her concern was the fact 
that the Post Office had been closed when a ship had just 
arrived and she had been forced to wait an hour to 
receive her mail. The editor took her side. 
94 	column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 28 October 1840 
95 G. Nadel, Australia's Colonial Culture, Ideas, Men 
and Institutions in Mid-nineteenth Century Eastern Australia, 
(Cambridge, Mass, 1957), page 243 
96 column 7 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 3 December 1842 
97 	op cit 
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The Examiner had very definite ideas about the Cornwall 
Chronicle's readers, considering them to be those who 
"are more likely to steal than purchase articles 
advertised for sale" and suggested that "our friends" 
ought to "keep their doors fast after dark." 98 The 
Examiner had implied in its columns that the Chronicle 
cheated by taking advertisements from its pages and not 
charging for them. 99 
98 	column 1 page 217 Cornwall Chronicle 21 March 1846 
99 	ibid 
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1.3 	MATTERS FINANCIAL 
Financial concerns dominated the life of the colonial 
newspaper. It was important for a colonial newspaper to 
make a profit - or at least not to get into debt, 
otherwise the paper might be taken over or simply fold. 
"The founders of newspapers, especially weekly papers, 
were often men of modest capital, and they remained 
so." no  A notice in the Cornwall Chronicle asked for 
subscriptions to assist Andrew Bent, "the founder of the 
Tasmanian Press", in setting up a business in Sydney. 
He "died in utter destitution in Sydney having vainly 
tried to establish a paper and printing business" . 102 
The editor of the Cornwall Chronicle, William Lushington 
Goodwin, was declared bankrupt in 1842. 
The establishment and running costs of a newspaper were 
considerable. Capital would be invested in fixed assets 
such as an office, the printery, the press and the type. 
Money was also needed to buy paper and other printing 
requisites, and to pay the wages of the staff. Printing 
no R. B. Walker, The Newspaper Press in New South 
Wales 1803-1920, (Sydney, 1976), page 47 
column 1 page 475 Cornwall Chronicle 20 June 1846 
102 	J. Woodberry, Andrew Bent, (Hobart, 1872), page 134 
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was traditionally a well-paid, skilled trade. 
Advertisements for Cornwall Chronicle staff, such as a 
reportermB, a copperplate printer"", and either one 
or two compositors m)5 
appeared in the pages of the paper from time to time. 
One such notice, on this occasion for a "good pressman," 
added that the "highest wages in the colony" 106 would be 
paid. Employees were not always reliable however: "no 
drunkard need apply" for the vacancy of compositor m" 
and a later advertisement stated that a "sober compositor 
may obtain constant employment.„ 108  A caricaturist, 
"who is competent to prepare his work for the wood 
engraver” was advertised for in April 1841. 109  
Presumably one was found because the supplement to the 
Chronicle of 24 December contained a caricature titled "A 
Liberal Proposition. „3.3.0  
103 column 4 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 13 August 1835 
column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 12 March 1842 
104 column 2 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 18 November 1843 
105 column 4 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 13 August 1835 
column 4 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 4 July 1840 
column 3 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 14 August 1840 
(two positions) 
column 6 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 1 January 1845 
106 column 5 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 22 July 1843 
107 column 4 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 13 August 1835 
108 column 5 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 20 May 1843 
109 column 5 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 10 April 1841 
no page 1 Supplement to Cornwall Chronicle 24 December 
1841 
08ge 
The original charge for the Cornwall Chronicle from the 
14th of February 1835 was thirteen shillings per quarter 
for a subscription or only ten shillings if paid for in 
advance. Single copes were one shilling. When the paper 
was first published twice weekly, between October 1840 
and January 1841, there was no additional charge to 
subscribers. "The less wealthy portion of this 
community" had supported the Cornwall Chronicle and thus 
enabled the price of the paper to be reduced from one 
shilling to sixpence from the 2 October 1840 edition. 
If paid for in advance a quarter's subscription cost six 
shillings and sixpence. By way of comparison, the 
Colonial Times charged subscribers ten shillings per 
quarter in 1835, as did The Examiner in 1842. 
Readers could only withdraw their subscription at the end 
of a quarter. It was probably unlikely that a subscriber 
would pay in advance, sometimes they didn't pay at all. 
"The art of extracting arrears was the most necessary 
skill of newspaper management. „112  Disgruntled 
subscribers might let the editor know that they wished to 
discontinue their subscriptions and ask to have an 
account sent. 113 Perhaps this was preferable to not 
column 3 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 3 October 1840 
112 R. B. Walker, op cit, page 52 
113 column 7 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 9 October 1840 
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being paid at all! On a brighter note however, was the 
keen reader who, having shared the cost of the Cornwall 
Chronicle subscription with his neighbour, now intended 
to take out his own. 114  
If subscriptions were overdue it was usual for a notice 
to be inserted in the paper, often for two successive 
weeks, asking for payment to be made. 115  On one such 
occasion the tenor and tone was more impassioned than 
usual. The paper "respectfully and earnestly" begged all 
subscribers to settle their debts. "We can assure our 
subscribers that the amount of ready money outlay in a 
printing establishment is no joke, for there is, 
116 literally speaking, "The Devil to Pay"". 
On another occasion, country subscribers (were they more 
tardy than their urban counterparts in paying their 
bills?) who had not paid for the last three, four, five 
or even six years were advised that they would no longer 
be sent accounts, and those who had not paid for more 
than three years, would no longer receive the paper. 
This notice concluded by stating that claims for 
outstanding debts exceeded two thousand pounds.'" In 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Cornwall Chronicle 27 October 1838 
Cornwall Chronicle 31 August 1839 
Cornwall Chronicle 18 February 1840 
Cornwall Chronicle 24 October 1840 
114 
115 
116 
117 
column 
column 
column 
column 
7 
1 
2 
3 
page 
page 
page 
page 
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spite of this debt, between October 1840 and January 1841 
the paper was published twice weekly at no extra cost to 
the subscriber. Although no explanation was given for 
the return to a weekly publication, a notice in the paper 
of 23 January 1841 which stated that "we earnestly 
solicit the payment of accounts due to this journal „118 , 
suggests that the reasons for the demise of the Wednesday 
edition may well have been financial. By October of that 
year however, the price per paper had been reduced to 
sixpence. 
Goodwin's inability to recoup the outstanding debt may 
well have been the beginning of his slide into 
insolvency. Early in 1842 the paper and printing 
establishment were advertised for sale. 119 Having learnt 
from experience of the difficulties in securing unpaid 
debts, management was later to exercise more caution. 
Country subscribers were advised that only those who paid 
a quarter in advance would be sent the paper. 120 
If subscribers were a financial risk for the newspaper 
then advertisers offered greater prospects for raising 
revenue. From the first edition of the Cornwall 
Chronicle in 1835 advertisers were charged three 
118 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 23 January 1842 
• 119 column 3 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 5 February 1842 
no column 1 page 66 Cornwall Chronicle 2 August 1845 
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shillings and sixpence for twelve lines and under, and 
three pence for every line above twelve per each 
insertion. All advertisements were to be paid for at the 
time of insertion. Rates were reduced to two shillings 
and sixpence for twelve lines and under, and remained at 
three pence for every additional line above twelve, in 
January 1842. Advertisers were asked to be specific 
about the number of times the advertisement was to 
appear, otherwise it would continue to be printed and the 
advertiser would be charged. In  This was one way of 
reducing the two thousand pound debt! 
On occasions, news items might be held over until the 
next issue, or "unavoidably omitted in consequence of a 
press of advertisements. „122  Similarly, in April 1841, 
"we are unavoidably compelled to omit all our local 
information” because there had been "an influx of 
advertisements. „123  
Some editions of the paper consisted almost entirely of 
124 advertisements. 	A growth in the supply and demand of 
goods and services to meet the needs of an increasing and 
more broadly based population ensured a ready marketplace 
ln page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 1 January 1841 
122 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 16 January 1836 
123 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 3 April 1841 
124 pages 1, 2, 3 & 4 Cornwall Chronicle 5 September 
1840 
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for the newspaper's advertisements. 
Another way of raising revenue was for the printing 
office to use its fixed assets for other purposes. Bills 
of Lading, Log Books, Annual Returns of Assigned 
Servants, Applications For Assigned Servants, Bills of 
Exchange, Promissory Notes and Inventories were available 
from the Cornwall Chronicle office and "every description 
of Letter-press Printing, (was) executed with neatness 
and despatch". 125  By 1840 the Cornwall Chronicle office 
was advertising additional skills such as copperplate 
printing book binding and copper plate engraving 126 . 
Additional revenue would have been received from the 
insertion of Government Gazette material. The quantity 
of gazette material varied from issue to issue: from only 
one or two columns to the whole of the back page 127 . 
The Cornwall Chronicle also published, under the 
authority of the Caveat Board, the notices for claims to 
grants of land from January 1841 onwards. Articles were 
taken straight from the columns of overseas or other 
colonial newspapers and sometimes this amounted to more 
than half the copy. Thus the newspaper proprietor was 
spared the expense of hiring reporters and moreover, did 
125 column 5 page 4 Cornwall Chronicle 15 August 1835 
126 column 7 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 25 January 1840 
127 page 4 Cornwall Chronicle 27 February 1840 
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not have to pay royalties. 
Matters of principle took precedence over financial 
concerns however: "Neither labour nor expense will be 
spared in carrying out our design. „128  The option of 
publishing a Wednesday edition containing only 
advertisements was mooted, but considered to be 
inappropriate because "the publication of a mere 
advertising sheet would not increase our means for the 
dissemination of other information.”" 
128 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 3 January 1846 
129 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 8 August 1843 
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1.4 	THE COLONIAL EDITOR 
William Lushington Goodwin arrived in Sydney in 1831 as 
Master of the convict ship Kains after a long and 
eventful journey from England. Passengers, crew and 
Master endured storms and mutiny, as well as shortages of 
food and water. Able seaman Charles Picknell kept a 
diary of the voyage: his picture of Master Goodwin is 
not flattering. Unequal treatment, floggings and forcing 
the striking crewmen "back to their duty with a 
mallet" 130 were some of Picknell's comments. 
The Rains' misfortunes did not end there. Her first 
attempt to sail from Sydney to Launceston in June 1831 
forced her back after a severe storm. The ship was 
damaged and two crew members were lost overboard. With 
her second attempt, leaving Sydney in September, the 
Rains was becalmed in Whirlpool Reach of the Tamar River 
on October 20. Her keel struck a sunken rock, carrying 
away her sternpost and rudder and she was run ashore a 
wreck. Goodwin had experienced first hand the perils of 
navigating the Tamar River and as editor of the Cornwall 
Chronicle he repeatedly called for improvements to be 
no C Bateson, The Convict Ships 1787-1868, (Glasgow, 
1969), page 245 
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made to its safety. The wreck of the ship was sold for 
three hundred and thirty pounds, "roofed over so that she 
resembled a veritable Noah's Ark and was used as a 
store. " 131 
It is unclear why Goodwin remained in Launceston after 
the shipwreck. He acted as the Honorary Secretary of the 
Tasmanian Society in Launceston in 1832 and in the same 
year unsuccessfully applied for the position of Port 
Officer at George Town. In January 1835, together with 
William Mann, Goodwin took over the Independent newspaper 
and on the 14 of February the Cornwall Chronicle began. 
By the second issue, Goodwin was acknowledged as the 
editor and later became printer and publisher as well. 
While it may be argued that, as a colonial editor, 
Goodwin enjoyed a privileged position "as the self-
conscious mediator of newspaper policy and public 
opinion" 132 , that privilege had its price. But since 
Goodwin saw his role as one who acted in good faith for 
the colony's betterment, he was prepared to defend any 
policy or opinion that he might pursue. "We care nothing 
to suffer, for doing our duty will be our pleasure" 133 , 
maintained the Cornwall Chronicle. This comment referred 
131 	H. Button, op cit, page 136 
132 	D. Cryle, The Press in Colonial Queensland, (St. 
Lucia, 1989) page 2 
133 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 28 November 1835 
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to Henry Melville having to stand trial for "expressing 
. n4 his opinion" 
A libel case against .a newspaper editor was commonplace 
during this period. Bates (a dispenser) 135 vs Goodwin 
and W S Button (proprietor of the Examiner) vs 
Goodwin136 were two such cases. However it was the case 
brought against Goodwin by Matthew Curling Friend that 
sparked the most controversy and which remained an issue 
in the newspaper for the longest period of time. 
Lt Matthew Curling Friend, RN, was the Port Officer at 
George Town, having arrived in the colony at Hobart, as 
Commander of the Wanstead in April 1830. Henry Button 
described him as "somewhat eccentric" but "of a kindly, 
genial disposition". 137 In January 1838, the Cornwall 
Chronicle published an anonymous letter concerning the 
behaviour of prisoners at George Town. ns  The specific 
reference was to one of the Port Officer's signalmen who, 
although charged with committing an unnatural act and 
sentenced to a chaingang, was still roaming about the 
134 Henry Melville was found guilty of contempt of court 
and imprisoned for publishing "A Comment on the Action of the 
Supreme Court in the Case of R. Bryan" in November 1835. 
135 column 4 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle September 14 1839 
136 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 14 January 1843 
137 H. Button, op cit, page 94 
138 column 3 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 6 January 1838 
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streets. The complication was that the Port Officer was 
also the Resident Magistrate, not an uncommon state of 
affairs in a colony where there were too few public 
officers to fill the public offices. Two weeks later, the 
editor announced the Port Officer's intention to take 
action against the paper and the paper's willingness to 
pledge that what was published was the truth. im 
Goodwin hoped for a public investigation. 
The case was a drawn out one and initially, Goodwin was 
acquitted on a technicality. A reprinted item from the 
Colonial Times, titled "Mr Goodwin's Acquittal - Liberty 
of the Press" described how Goodwin was greeted and 
cheered by a crowd of well wishers when he arrived back 
in Launceston °.40 after his victory. The matter was not 
over however. At the second trial for libel, Goodwin had 
to pay four hundred pounds damages. To add to the 
controversy, the Port Officer's wife died during this 
trial. Goodwin was "distinctly charged ... with the 
death of Mrs Friend" and referred to as "an English 
bulldog" from the pulpit of St John's Church by the Rev 
Dr W H Browne, Chaplain of the Episcopal Church. 141  
Towards the end of 1841, because of ill health, Goodwin 
139 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 20 January 1838 
140 column 5 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 2 June 1838 
141 column 3 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 13 October 1838 
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announced his intention to dispose of the newspaper, the 
printing office and the exchange m . A notice to let 
the unfurnished apartment over the Exchange appeared the 
following monthm . Goodwin was moving to his farm to 
live. The same edition of the Cornwall Chronicle asked 
all those who owed money to a shipwright business, 
formerly managed by Goodwin, now managed by Thomas Scott, 
to pay their debts. 144  This begs a number of questions. 
Was Goodwin the owner of the business and was he, in 
fact, hoping to sell his businesses for financial rather 
than health reasons? 
In January 1842 it was the paper's debtors who were asked 
to settle their accounts as quickly as possible, 
otherwise "we shall be driven to the necessity of 
disposing of the little property we possess.„ 145  The 
following Saturday's edition was able to inform readers 
that Gleadow, the lawyer, obtained and got a "Speedy 
Execution against us” and so the paper had been relieved 
of its obligation to him. m The reprieve was short 
lived however. 
142 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 27 November 1841 
DB column 1 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 18 December 1841 
144 column 6 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 18 December 1841 
DB column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 1 January 1842 
DB column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 8 January 1842 
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The paper and printing establishment were advertised for 
sale in February 1842. 147  The sale of Goodwin's 
household and other goods was subsequently listed as 
well, since he was "retiring from business". 148 
Furniture, books, one pair of carriage mares, the cutter 
yacht Victoria and one thousand tons of firewood were to 
be sold first. Following these items, the newspaper, 
plant and material, and then the Commercial and 
Agricultural Exchange would be offered. 
Goodwin's insolvency notice was included in the 2 April 
1842 number149 . It had come at an awkward time because 
the Examiner had commenced business just a few weeks 
earlierl" and was already creating "unprovoked and 
gross scurrility" 151. 
In spite of the difficulties encountered, Editor Goodwin 
was able to comment optimistically on the year 1842. 
"The Chronicle has been established now nearly nine 
years, during which period we do not recollect having 
been for one week absent from our duty.„ 152  The 
147 column 3 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 5 February 1842 
148 column 3 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 19 February 1842 
149 column 7 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 2 April 1842 
150 The Examiner was first published on 12 March 1842. 
column 3 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 26 March 1842 
152 column 4 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 31 December 1842 
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colonial editor was relentless in his pursuit of 
principles. 
Following Goodwin's bankruptcy the Cornwall Chronicle 
continued with him as editor. The business had been 
bought at public auction by John Cameron, but by 1847, 
Goodwin was once again the owner. 153 
Goodwin mellowed. In 1854 he became an alderman of the 
Launceston City Council and the following year was 
elected to the Legislative Council as the member for 
Cornwall. In 1857 he became the Coroner for George Town 
and he died there in 1862. He had bought the house, 
known as "The Grove", that had previously belonged to 
Port Officer Friend. The Examiner's notice of his death 
described him as "an old colonist . . . who occupied 
prominent positions as a Journalist, Magistrate, Alderman 
and Legislator. „ 154 
from Bicheno's confidential reply of 10 November 
1847 to Earl Grey's despatch of 9 February 1847, Tasmanian 
Historical Research Association Paper and Proceedings, Volume 
3, (Hobart, 1954) page 88 
154 column 5 page 5 Examiner 7 August 1862 
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1.5 	RIVAL NEWSPAPERS 
"One distinctive aspect of 19th century authorship was a 
polemical tradition which operated simultaneously against 
government officials and other newspaper editors." 155 
Rivalry between newspapers was the reflection of a 
society in which a range of political, social, religious 
and economic schools of thought were represented. 
Newspapers rivalled each other for subscribers, for 
advertisers and for their right and ability to publish 
their own interpretation of the truth. For West, it was 
a rivalry between "recklessness of statement and 
156 roughness of diction. „ 	An essential ingredient of 
this rivalry was the regular criticism of each others 
columns. 
The Cornwall Chronicle targeted papers from Hobart Town 
as well as from Launceston. The Hobart Town Courier was 
criticised first of all for being "the paid organ of the 
government" 157 . Some months later, the point at issue 
was the Courier considering itself to be the only Van 
Diemen's Land paper that was neither oppressive nor 
155 	D. Cryle, op cit, page 2 
156 J. West, The History of Tasmania, edited by A. G. L. 
Shaw, (London, 1971), page 135 
157 page 2 column 1 Cornwall Chronicle 27 June 1835. 
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slanderous: this comment was made the day after the 
paper had been tried for libelling a "respectable 
colonist" 159 . The Observer was criticised for 
continually presenting the government in a good light: 
"much more creditable to the local government is our 
occasional dissent from its measures" wrote the Cornwall 
Chronicle. 160 	It was rivalry of a different sort 
however when the Hobart Town True Colonist criticised the 
Chronicle. The former was told to stick to his "own side 
of the island", and reminded that "this side of the 
island will soon match Hobart in the scale of mercantile 
importance and agricultural fertility. „161  
The Advertiser, "Our Dictatorial Contemporary” ," 2had 
been a rival of the Cornwall Chronicle since the latter's 
establishment. Button described these two newspapers as 
being "always at war" and he considered this 
"journalistic controversy" to be "degrading". 	West 
however, was more generous when describing the rivalry: 
158 page 2 column 2, Cornwall Chronicle 19 December 1835 
159 J T Gellibrand, Attorney General, was the 
respectable colonist libelled by Dr J Ross, editor of the 
Courier 
160 columns 2, 3 & 4 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 30 July 
1836 
;lcolumn 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 6 January 1838 
162 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 21 March 1835 
163 	H. Button, op cit, page 100 
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"the spirit of contention was promoted by the peculiar 
fabric of society. „ 164  
The Chronicle's financial difficulties provided its 
rivals with plenty of ammunition and gave the Advertiser 
the opportunity to make the most out of publishing a 
letter from a creditor of the Chronicle who hoped the 
paper would soon be sold so that he could get his 
money. 165 
The Examiner commenced operation in March 1842. James 
Aikenhead, founder and manager of the Launceston Savings 
Bank, printer James Waddell and the Reverend John West 
were the forces behind it. The Cornwall Chronicle's 
initial comments included an expectation that the 
Examiner's existence would be short lived. 166  
Goodwin went so far as to imply that the Examiner was 
responsible for the Chronicle's financial difficulties: 
"we are taunted with being in momentary pecuniary 
difficulties, which Button and the registered proprietor 
of the "Examiner” alone compelled us to submit to. „167  
Described as a "positive nuisance”, the Examiner had been 
established to serve the "ambition of a sect, the 
164 J. West, op cit, page 135 
165 column 2 page 4 Cornwall Chronicle 8 April 1843 
166 column 3 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 26 March 1842 
167 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 14 January 1843 
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interest of a caste and to establish sectarian 
domination". 168  The fact that the Examiner represented 
different interests to the Chronicle strengthened the 
rivalry and made it more bitter. The Examiner's 
association with both the Mechanic's Institute and the 
Cornwall Insurance Company for example, received frequent 
commentary in the pages of the Cornwall Chronicle. The 
Insurance Company's clerk, James Aikenhead, was the 
nominal proprietor of the paper, and according to the 
Chronicle did not want to make the connection public.'" 
The Chronicle did not think that it was in the interests 
of the shareholders for the connection to continue. 
When "The Lying Examiner" 1 " suggested that the Cornwall 
Chronicle had not tendered for the publication of the 
Caveat Notices, but had negotiated privately with the 
government instead, the latter retaliated by publishing 
details of the tender notice, the Chronicle's letter 
applying to advertise the claims to grants of land, and 
the letter from the Commissioner's Office which 
acknowledged that the Cornwall Chronicle had won the 
tender. 	There was rivalry between the two papers 
168 column 3 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 26 March 1842 
169 columns 2, 3, 4 and 5 Cornwall Chronicle p 2 19 
November 1842 
170 column 6 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 28 January 1843 
171 column 6 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 28 January 1843 
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over the number of subscribers as well, since the 
Examiner claimed that its circulation exceeded that of 
any newspaper. 172  The Cornwall Chronicle could not pass 
up the opportunity to comment yet again; this time 
because "a discarded reporter" of the Chronicle, Mr Henry 
Joseph Strickland, had gone to the "debased 
Examiner". 173 
In terms of the rivalry between these two Launceston 
newspapers what is the more interesting fact: that the 
Cornwall Chronicle survived for as long as it did in the 
face of strong and relentless opposition or that it was 
the Examiner that eventually took over the Chronicle in 
1880? 
There was a place for a more congenial rivalry as well. 
When the Cornwall Chronicle received copies of two, new 
Hobart Town journals, the Observer and the Herald, best 
wishes were the order of the day. 174  After all, Editor 
Goodwin considered a war of words to be "a harmless war, 
a newspaper war ... even more harmless." 175 
172 column 5 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 16 September 1843 
173 column 3 page 226 Cornwall Chronicle 4 October 1845 
174 column 5 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 14 June 1845 
175 column 3 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 24 June 1837 
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PART 2 	COLONIAL SOCIETY 
Van Diemen's Land society was hierarchical: the 
divisions within that society were clearly marked and 
reinforced by the colony's penal nature. Moreover, since 
the population was relatively small, jealousy, rivalry 
and gossip were commonplace. Launceston was "possibly 
less class conscious than Hobart Town, where there was 
the Government House set. " 176  A Government cottage, 
seldom used by the Governor, was located in Launceston 
beyond Tamar Street, on the outskirts of the town. 
While the colonial society was a reflection of British 
customs, standards and practices, efforts to entertain 
were viewed as poor imitations. A celebration held in 
Launceston to mark Queen Victoria's birthday was loudly 
criticised for the "wretched meanness displayed in the 
entertainment" and the lack of food and drink. The 
celebration in Hobart the previous month, was, likewise, 
a mean affair and provided "the sort of fare that you 
would not place before your servants." 1" 
176 L Robson, A History of Tasmania Volume 1, 
(Melbourne, 1983), page 176 
177 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 6 June 1840 
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The land grant policies of the British government assured 
both the creation and the maintenance of a landed-gentry 
class in the Midlands, at Launceston's backdoor. By the 
1830s the best pastoral land had been occupied, with a 
handful of families owning the majority of the 
properties. 
The period 1835 to 1847 was a time of change for the 
colonial society. Although still dependent on convict 
transportation, the colony received an increasing number 
of free immigrants. A growing population demanded a 
greater range of goods and an expansion, if not an 
improvement, in services. Local institutions, 
associations and societies emerged, or expanded, to cater 
for a range of tastes and interests. The organisation of 
occupation-based, benefit societies is one such example 
and is seen as a precursor to the establishment of trade 
unions. 178  The columns of the Cornwall Chronicle 
indicate both the development of goods, services, 
institutions and associations, as well as the society's 
demand for them. 
178 M. Quinlan, "Trade Unionism and Industrial Action in 
Tasmania 1830-1850" in Tasmanian Historical Research 
Association Papers and Proceedings Volume 33, 1986, pages 8-31 
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2.1 	GOODS AND SERVICES 
"In the mid-thirties and early forties, Launceston was 
almost as important as Hobart as a trade centre." 79 
The developing colonies of Victoria and South Australia 
provided a ready market for a range of Van Diemen's Land 
goods and services. The situations vacant in the 
Cornwall Chronicle, for example, included positions 
wanted for Port Phillip. 180  The Brig Henry, the fast 
sailing coppered schooner Sally-Ann and the schooner John 
Dunscombm were advertised as available either for 
freight or charter for Port Phillip while the Giraffe and 
the Hartle were bound for South Australia. 182 
Moreover, Launceston's proximity to the colony's grain 
producing areas meant that grain was exported from there 
to the mainland and to England. There were a few wealthy 
wholesale merchants, including J. Henty & Co, who were 
responsible for the lion's share of the trade. During 
the 1843-4 season this firm handled about half of the 
179 	R. M. Hartwell, op cit, page 163 
180 columns 2 & 3 page 4 Cornwall Chronicle 11 January 
1840 
181 column 5 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 6 January 1838 
182 	op cit 
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total amount of wool exported from Launceston: 83 
The Commercial and Agricultural Exchange reflected the 
nature of the town's commerce. A notice announcing its 
establishment in Charles Street outlined the benefits 
that it offered: a large room where auction sales could 
be conducted, several meeting rooms, a register of ships' 
arrivals and departures and copies of current 
newspapers. n4  The "Launceston Price Current and 
General Trade List" appeared in the Cornwall Chronicle 
from January 1843 and was a comprehensive collection of 
information relating to exports, imports, vessels and 
share values. The export duties were listed: for example 
all spirits from the United Kingdom or other British 
possessions were charged a duty of nine shillings a 
gallon. Imported goods as well as exports and their 
prices were listed; charges for towing vessels; a list of 
exchanges; local joint stock companies, their share 
numbers, value, present price and annual dividend; as 
well as the quantity of spirits and tobacco that was on 
hand, had been delivered and was in the bonded store: 85 
Trading within and without the colony could be a 
haphazard business. The colony neither produced nor 
183 R. M. Hartwell, op cit, page 164 
184 column 6 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 11 March 1839 
185 columns 4-7 page 4 Cornwall Chronicle 7 January 1843 
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consumed a great quantity and "a large part of the 
tremendous imports between 1836 and 1841 were speculative 
consignments, which, on arrival, were immediately sold by 
public auction. „186  For example, a sale by auction by 
Mr J C Underwood, included fifty chests of tea, twenty 
thousand Manilla cigars, twenty five casks of beef, three 
cases of stationery, but only a few excellent Westphalia 
hams.”' 
The range of goods advertised in the pages of the 
Cornwall Chronicle increased between 1835 and 1847. 
Cricket bats and quail shot, Teneriffe Wine and Window 
glass, household furniture, pen, shop and pruning knives 
and three hundred volumes of books indicate the 
miscellaneous goods for sale 188 in 1835. By 1843, the 
type of household furniture advertised was more elegant, 
and such items as "superior damask tablecloths" as well 
as table napkins and tray cloths were available." 9 S A 
Tegg advertised playing cards, perfumery, india rubber 
rings for infants, ivory pincushions and cigar cases. m 
2 
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The goods offered for sale were predominantly from 
overseas: an indication of the strength of the colony's 
trade links with the wider world as well as its reliance 
on imported goods. Advertisements of 3 April 1841 
included Mauritius sugar, Derby cheese, Durham mustard 
and Irish butter, 191 but some years earlier "FRESH 
BUTTER ... regularly supplied from one of the best 
Dairies in the Colony" 192 had been advertised. 
An economic depression, the result of such factors as 
speculative land sales, government neglect, excessive 
imports, the inefficiencies of the probation system, bank 
actions and poor seasons in the colony, had deepened by 
1842. Times were difficult: those who had become 
insolvent had the details recorded in the paper. 193 The 
Cornwall Chronicle's reflections on that particular year, 
published in January 1843, sounded a cautious note about 
the effects of the depression. Trade and commerce must 
revive and "slowly but surely public confidence will be 
restored." 194 There was also the hope that the colony 
would be able to produce goods that were currently being 
imported. 
191 columns 5 & 6 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 3 April 1841 
192 column 4 page 4 Cornwall Chronicle 14 August 1835 
n3 column 7 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 1 January 1842 
n4 column 1 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 17 January 1843 
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References to using locally manufactured produce l" were 
made in response to the Governor's comment, at the 
Midlands Agricultural Show, concerning the advantages to 
be gained if colonies used their own resources, 
especially in the production of butter, bacon and beer. 
The Cornwall Chronicle suggested offering premiums to 
those who could produce articles to compete with, or 
better, imported ones. However, the editor was not sure 
how acceptable this might be to the colonists because 
"Englishmen are not easily weaned from their confirmed 
habits", especially since the local beer, in particular, 
was not very good. This sentiment was echoed the 
following year: the manufacture of soap in the colony 
meant less reliance on imported goods and was 
commended. 196  Reference was also made to the public 
meeting that had voted a petition be sent to Parliament 
asking for the abolition of duty on Tasmanian wheat. The 
next month the Cornwall Chronicle reprinted an item from 
the Hobart Town Courier which reported a Hobart Town 
meeting held to protest about an increase in the tax 
levied on sugar and tea and other goods that were 
imported into the colony. m 
The economic problems persisted. Although people were 
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leaving the colony, business was still being conducted 
and this was perceived as an optimistic note in an 
otherwise gloomy economic picture. 198 Editor Goodwin 
again urged the colonists to support locally produced 
goods: M. Williams' piano fortes were acknowledged as 
being a superior article. 199 
While some notices and advertisements appeared regularly 
in the paper, others were for services that were 
available on a seasonal basis. The notices which 
advertised horses, called "Entire Horses", for example, 
usually appeared in the paper between September and 
March. The Cornwall district had bred some very good 
race horses from imported stock: the Archers, the Lords 
and the Hentys were noted breeders. The advertisements 
told where and when the particular horse would stand, its 
breeding and the cost, for example, five guineas per 
mare. Seventeen horses were advertised in one particular 
issue of the paper. NO  Term dates for schools were 
another seasonal notice. The early January issues of the 
paper notified readers when schools were resuming after 
the Christmas break. 201  
198 columns 1 & 2 page 737 Cornwall Chronicle 26 
September 1846 
199 column 2 page 263 Cornwall Chronicle 4 April 1846 
200 column 2 page 4 Cornwall Chronicle 26 September 1840 
201 column 4 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 2 January 1841 
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The broadening of the range of goods for sale was 
accompanied by a more sophisticated way of advertising. 
The language used was more persuasive, there was greater 
variety in the lettering and layout and an element of 
humour was included. The advertisement for Parrs Life 
Pills, for example, showed a picture of Mr Parr, aged one 
hundred and fifty two, being presented to King 
Charles202 . A different type of advertisement, eye-
catching and original, appeared in February 1846. It was 
headed "New Years Gift for 1846 at Joseph Nathan's 
Elizabeth Street" and commanded everyone to attend a 
court "of our well beloved subject Joseph Nathan" to see 
the "cheapness of drapery, hardware, earthenware, 
hosiery, glassware". The advertisement was signed "Henry 
Verycheap, George Makewell and James Wearwell" . 2"Later 
that year appeared another original advertisement. G F 
Goble had taken out a full page advertisement for goods 
available at his sale rooms. Headed "Sacrificing", the 
advertisement consisted of four columns of goods for 
sale, from "ships cabooses " to "samples of new goods": 
every word in the advertisement began with the letter 
"s". "Spectators, Storekeepers, Settlers, Sailors, 
Simpletons, Soldiers, Successfully, Strenuously, 
Succinctly, Submissively, Supplied." 2041 The subscribers 
202 column 1 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 15 October 1843 
203 column 2 page 99 Cornwall Chronicle 4 February 1846 
204 page 655 Cornwall Chronicle 26 August 1846 
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must surely have found this an intriguing and novel 
advertisement. 
In the early years of the paper, "Fashion" was not 
included as a specific section. Materials and garments 
were listed in advertisements for local merchants, like 
Mr J A Eddie, who announced muslins and silk stockings 
for sale by auction 205 or Sinclair and Newton who 
advertised a long list of items for sale at the 
Wharf s. 206  Customers outside the town were also catered 
for. Mr B Francis ran another long advertisement for the 
inhabitants of Campbelltown and Ross. There were 
"trowsers", shirts, ladies' shawls and children's braided 
dresses for sale 207 . Just prior to Christmas 1839, J G 
Reid advertised a range of "fresh goods ex Indian" 
including cloth, rich satin, Lisle lace, Brussels lace 
collars with ribbons, a wide range of haberdashery and 
long black and white ladies gloves. The Misses Bolger, 
Milliners and Dressmakers 208 , as well as Miss Capon, 
both doing business in Brisbane Street, could be employed 
by the ladies of Launceston to create the latest 
fashions. Miss Capon was also in the business of "making 
ns column 2 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 20 February 1836 
206 column 4 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 26 March 1836 
207 column 3 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 17 February 1838 
NM column 4 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 20 February 1836 
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stays and corsetts of the most fashionable kind". 20 By  
March 11 of 1837 a notice announced that her workplace 
had been moved to a house "nearly opposite the Cornwall 
Hotel" where business would be carried on as usual and 
hopefully the better accommodation would see an increase 
in customers. Another Milliner and Dressmaker, Miss 
Robertson of number 4 St John Street gave notice of her 
business: the fact that she was "late of Madame Girau's, 
London" may have enhanced her reputation with the 
no Launceston ladies. 	Miss Midgley, on the corner of 
Brisbane and Tamar Streets, also offered her services as 
both milliner and dressmaker. "Long experience, together 
with moderate charges" was her advertising line and, with 
the "latest Paris and London fashions", as well as "some 
handsome India decca work for sale „211, her 
advertisement sounded very appealing. 
As the town grew in size so did the appearance of other 
notices catering for a more sophisticated audience. The 
ladies of Launceston could be wearing the May London and 
Paris fashions, included in the paper of 13 September 
1845 under the heading of "Fashions”. "Scarfs of the 
arab or algerine style are also fashionable, with wide 
stripes of different colours: they are usually of very 
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thick, soft silk...collars are worn quite high to the 
throat, with plain guimpe if the dress is high, but 
embroidered guimpe for a low dress. „212  
The pages of the Cornwall Chronicle reveal Launceston to 
be a dangerous and uncomfortable place in which to live 
during the 1830s and 40s. The recurring editorial 
comments were paragraphs that referred to the 
inadequacies of local services. Criticism of the police, 
or the state of the roads, perhaps the footpaths, maybe 
the street lighting, sometimes the Post Office, 
frequently the navigational safety of the river and 
invariably the town's water supply, were part of the 
weekly copy. 
"Almost surrounded by rivers and with water underfoot, 
Launceston faced the paradox that she lacked water. „213  
The town's water supply was always a problem because it 
was either inadequate or non-existent. Consequently it 
was a popular topic for discussion in the Cornwall 
Chronicle during the period under review. Governor 
Arthur's proposals of 1836 for a scheme to supply the 
town with water were commenced, but abandoned after 
considerable expense and loss. However, this was only 
one of a number of failed and costly schemes. The paper 
212 column 1 page 154 Cornwall Chronicle 13 September 
1845 
213 	L S Bethell, op cit, page 136 
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was critical of the lack of action about bringing water 
from the Cataract into Launceston 214 . Nine years later, 
the issue was still taking up newspaper space: an item 
referred to the proposal to establish a company to supply 
Launceston with water 215 . Between 1835 and 1839 
articles on the subject of Launceston's water supply 
appeared forty three times, either as letters to the 
editor (on occasions up to two columns in length) or as 
editorial comment. Extracts from overseas newspapers 
were also included to add weight to the argument. An 
item reprinted from the Liverpool Bail and titled "Pure 
Water", elaborated on the value of water, saying that the 
introduction of a pure water supply to a locality should 
be the work of the community. 216  When the Governor 
indicated his willingness to receive plans for the laying 
of water into the town 217 , the Cornwall Chronicle urged 
local tradesmen not to tender too high, otherwise the 
contract may go to Hobart! It was not until the 1850s 
however, that the issue of an adequate water supply for 
the town was satisfactorily addressed. 
Other issues concerning health and hygiene also received 
regular space in the pages of the Cornwall Chronicle. 
214 
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216 
1845 
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column 3 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 30 May 1835 
column 3 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 28 November 1844 
columns 3 & 4 page 4 Cornwall Chronicle 8 January 
column 5 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 18 January 1845 
The stench coming from an open drain near the 
hospital 213 was commented upon: the health of the 
inhabitants was consequently disregarded according to the 
newspaper. 219  The threat of influenza was a very real 
one for the inhabitants during December 1838 and January 
1839. Reports of cases in Sydney caused the newspaper to 
wonder what precautions were being taken concerning 
vessels that might call into Launceston after having 
berthed at Sydne y220 . 
The police were the most written about public servants in 
the colony according to the pages of the Cornwall 
Chronicle. In the first five years of the paper, 
critical comments about the police personnel, "The Felon 
Constabulary" 221 , and the Police Act appeared regularly. 
The editions for 1837 included forty seven references to 
the police - that is, a comment on the police appeared in 
almost every issue for that particular year. 
In 1834 the Police Magistrate was Captain William 
Lyttleton and the Chief Constable was Mr. Newton. The 
Police Act, No 11 of 1833 had 69 clauses which "regulated 
218 The hospital did not remain in the same location. 
While Smythe's map shows the hospital opposite the treadmill 
in Patterson Street, by 1840 it had moved, more than once, and 
was in Balfour Street. (from L.S. Bethell, op cit, page 109) 
219 column 4 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 21 March 1840 
220 column 5 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 15 December 1838 
221 column 3 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 14 May 1836 
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every phase of the townsfolks' existence from daybreak to 
curfew, and citizens had to walk delicately to avoid 
transgression". 222  With only three men to assist the 
Chief Constable, there were many complaints about both 
police activity and inactivity. The officers might be 
criticised for being over zealous: "To strain at a gnat 
and swallow the camel" was the paper's reference to the 
police lurking about on Sundays in an effort to catch 
dealers selling goods. 223  Otherwise, they would be 
criticised for failing to take any action: Constable 
Kennedy who, having been charged with burglary a month 
before, still had been neither committed nor gaoled nor 
discharged. 224  The main point was however, that as a 
member of the police force, Kennedy should not receive 
any special treatment. 	There were complaints too, about 
the quality of the force's members since many of them 
were ticket-of-leave convicts, and "in many cases the 
„ 225 authors of crime rather than its detectors. 
A section in the Cornwall Chronicle headed "Police 
Intelligence" provided an insight into the activities of 
the police. It included such things as the names of those 
convicted and for what particular crimes, all written in 
222 L. S. Bethell, op cit, page 100 
223 column 3 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 8 February 1840 
224 column 3 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 14 October 1837 
225 L Robson, op cit, page 147 
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a descriptive and entertaining manner. 226 
The approach of winter 1844 was not looked upon 
favourably because of the harsh conditions and the number 
of "vagabonds" who, it was anticipated, would arrive in 
the townm . Presumably the vagabonds arrived, because, 
later that year, the editor believed that "crime is 
awfully on the increase amongst us...burglary, forgery, 
highway robbery" 228. The Chief Constable had reported 
that " there are not less than 40 or 50 atrocious and 
case-hardened villains swarming about the streets." 229 
In later years, Goodwin's attitude towards the police 
mellowed. Although a spate of robberies caused the 
newspaper to inquire "Where are the police, and what are 
they doing all this time?" 230 , the tone was much less 
accusatory than previously. The inquiry as to their 
whereabouts was tempered by the comment that "We have 
generally found the police constables and their officers, 
civil and willing to do their duty." 2:11 This comment 
226 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 9 December 1840 
227 column 4 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 6 March 1844 
228 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 2 November 1844 
229 column 3 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 2 November 1844 
230 column 2 page 352 Cornwall Chronicle 19 November 
1845 
231 column 3 page 351 Cornwall Chronicle 29 November 
1845 
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implies both an improvement in colonial services and a 
less critical editor. 
By the 1830s and 40s, the system of roads that linked 
Launceston with surrounding towns was well established, 
having been developed and extended during the previous 
twenty or so years. The road between Hobart and 
Launceston, for example, was commenced simultaneously 
from the north and from Constitution Hill in the south in 
1820. At the same time, subsidiary roads, such as those 
from Launceston to Norfolk Plains, Launceston to George 
Town and to Evandale and St Leonards, were built. There 
was always room for improvement however. Mr. James 
Johnston of Longford wrote to thank those who had 
supported his coach service, but added that the service 
would be discontinued during the winter season. Apart 
from the dreadful state of the roads, it was too 
difficult to cross the river near Longford where the punt 
had sunk: besides there was no road to the bridge. 232 
Editor Goodwin, once so critical of all that Governor 
Arthur had done when in office, conceded that the 
Governor did at least ensure that the roads were made, 
and that whatever was undertaken was completed. The 
Cornwall Chronicle asked the government to point out one 
single line of road that had been completed since 
232 column 3 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 9 May 1840 
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Franklin became Governor. 233 The following month, there 
was more criticism: "This state of the streets is 
disgraceful to the government". 234 
Repairing and cleaning the streets, and the necessity for 
a law to provide for this, received newspaper space. 235 
At one stage however, the streets had been in good 
condition: "no little town in England had better streets 
than Launceston four years back, even if the footpaths 
left a little to be desired" 235 . Now however, the 
Cornwall Chronicle maintained that no town in the world 
would have streets in so dreadful a state of disrepair, 
even though the footpaths had improved a little. 
What made the streets hazardous, especially at night was 
the lack of lighting. Taverns had lights out the front, 
but pedestrians would have carried their own lanterns. An 
editorial comment of November 1840, urged the provision 
of street lamps because "at present parties are left to 
grope their way as they best may. ,,237 
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column 3 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 13 June 1840 
column 3 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 18 July 1840 
column 2 page 151 Cornwall Chronicle 13 September 
column 2 page 156 Cornwall Chronicle 13 September 
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It was not just the condition of the roads and the 
footpaths themselves that were a hazard. The Cornwall 
Chronicle applauded the fact that the newly amended 
Police Act, due to take effect from the first of August 
1838, included a section that required owners to have 
their dogs under control, otherwise they would be 
238 fined. 	Reckless drivers careering at high speed 239 
and roaming, wild cattle were other obstacles the 
pedestrians of Launceston might have to contend with. 
The state of the footpaths was bad enough, but it was 
made even worse when wheelbarrows used them. Since this 
was against the law, the police ought to put a stop to 
it. 240 
The perils of navigating the Tamar River, and the 
apparent disinterest in improving the situation for 
sailors and travellers, was another of the paper's 
regular themes. It was a subject very close to the heart 
of Editor Goodwin, having been a victim of the hazardous 
Tamar River himself. The second edition of the paper, 
February 21 1835, contained five separate references to 
241 the navigation of the Tamar River. 	Considering the 
volume of trade and the number of vessels that used the 
238 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 21 July 1838 
239 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 9 May 1840 
240 column 1 page 263 Cornwall Chronicle 4 April 1846 
241 Four items were in columns 2, 3 and 4 on page 2, and 
the fifth item was in column 4 on page 3. 
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river, as well as the inadequacies of the lighthouse, the 
editor asked why the suggestions of the Committee that 
had been set up to investigate the safe navigation of the 
Tamar had not been carried out. 242  An editorial comment 
some eight years later referred to the dangerous state of 
the river, the buoys and the beacons 243 and in August of 
the following year it was a reference to the inadequacies 
of the piloting of the river 244 . 
The Postal Act of 1832 streamlined postal services: the 
number of post offices was increased and a coach, rather 
than a postman on horseback, carried the mail between 
Hobart and Launceston. Until 1836 the Post Office was 
located at the corner of St John and York Streets. It 
then moved to George Street next to the Union Bank. The 
delays and inconveniences of this particular service were 
the real point at issue. There were only two mail 
deliveries per week from Launceston, one on Wednesday, 
the other on Saturday. This, combined with a scarcity of 
postmen, meant that some people had to rely on private 
messengers to have their letters and newspapers 
delivered. The Cornwall Chronicle wanted to see more 
messengers employed by the Post Office, thus making it a 
242 column 3 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 21 February 1835 
243 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 13 May 1843 
244 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 21 August 1844 
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more efficient and more convenient service. 245 Some 
years later, the non-delivery of the papers was for a 
different reason. The Cornwall Chronicle suspected that 
the convict messengers sold the papers and referred to 
this as a "shameful breach of duty in the Post Office". 
Only trustworthy individuals ought to be put in such 
positions. The Launceston Post Master, Mr Saint John 
Browne had come under fire some months previously. 
Complaints were made hourly and daily about him and the 
Chronicle questioned his suitability for the position as 
well as his ability to deal strictly with the 
messengers. 246 
The newspaper did not deny there was room for improvement 
in the workings of the Post Office, but, at the same 
time, acknowledged that there had been "every honest 
attempt to improve the postal economy." This had led to 
a "proportionate increase in the revenue. „247  The 
Chronicle anticipated that a report of the Post Office 
1836 
Commissioner's visit, referred to earlier in the 
year, 248  would soon be available and further 
improvements would be made. 249 
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While the paper was critical of the services that 
existed, this is more a reflection of the paper's 
perception of its role as "a humble, though zealous 
guardian of the public right"than of those particular 
services themselves. Given the administrative 
restrictions, the nature and age of the colony and the 
constraints of distance and topography it is perhaps the 
more remarkable that these services existed at all and to 
the extent that they did. 
250 column 3 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 3 October 1840 
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2.2 	PASTIMES AND ENTERTAINMENT 
Dangerous, uncomfortable and, at times, unpredictable, 
life in the town may have been but there was a range of 
pursuits that could be undertaken to help compensate for 
the difficulties and unpleasantness of early colonial 
life. The Regatta was one such diversion. A five line 
paragraph announced that it had taken place: "it drew 
together a great concourse of people, and afforded 
excellent amusement. „251  The following week's number 
provided more detail. Whale boats, sail boats, gigs and 
skiffs took part in the races which began at 3.00 pm. 
"Altogether the amusement passed off very pleasantly, no 
accidents occurred, and hilarity and good feeling were 
„252 the order of the day. 
Editor Goodwin considered such a pastime to be a distinct 
bonus to colonial society. He concluded the article by 
noting that "we are fast becoming priest-ridden and 
effeminate” and that "the proper exercise of the manly 
attributes bestowed upon us" (such as those that could be 
251 column 5 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 24 November 1838 
252 column 4 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 1 December 1838 
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pursued at a regatta) would be a distinct 
improvement. 253  Goodwin's opinion of the place and 
significance of a regatta to a community such as 
Launceston, is again borne out in a short item in the 
paper of the following June. The announcement of the 
formation of the Tasmanian Regatta Society in Hobart town 
prompted the Cornwall Chronicle to ask where the old 
skippers were, because wasn't it time that Launceston 
started a similar society? 254 The Regattas of the 
following two years were similarly described: one as a 
"truly national John Bull amusement" 255  and the other as 
a "national, truly English and manly amusement" 256 . 
This particular pastime was very much a reflection of 
English pursuits. The economic downturn of the 1840s put 
the 1844 Regatta in jeopardy, a fact that the paper 
lamented. It was hoped that the Governor, who had 
contributed twenty pounds to the Regatta Committee in 
Hobart, would do the same for Launceston. 257 
The theatre was a popular topic in the pages of the 
Cornwall Chronicle during 1835, with both advertisements 
and articles appearing regularly. There was plenty of 
253 	ibid 
254 column 5 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 22 June 1839 
255 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 18 January 1840 
256 column 1 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 18 December 1842 
257 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 20 November 1844 
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variety for patrons in an evening's entertainment at Mrs 
Cameron's theatre in Launceston. The performance of "The 
Bandit of the Rhine" by E H Thomas, the first original 
play to be written and presented in Australia was 
noted. 258 Another evening's entertainment began with 
"the very popular drama of Charles the Twelfth or The 
Siege of Stralsund", followed by a recitation by Mrs 
Cameron, then Mrs Cameron singing the Dashing White 
Sergeant and a duet by Messrs Jacob and Jordan. To 
conclude the evening there was a popular melodrama 
written by "Mr Melville of Hobart Town". It was called 
The Bushrangers, and to add to the drama, theatre goers 
would see a scenic view of "Molly York's Night Cap at 
Sunset", painted by Mr Gould "an eminent colonial artist 
... done expressly for the occasion. " 259 This was a 
uniquely Tasmanian addition to colonial culture. 
Although notices and advertisements for Mrs Cameron's 
Theatre ceased to appear in the Cornwall Chronicle by mid 
1836, both Mrs Clarke 260 and Mr Jacob 261 gave concerts 
during that year. 
By 1842 advertisements began to reappear for the theatre, 
258 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 17 October 1835 
259 column 6 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 21 November 1835 
mo column 4 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 30 July 1836 
column 5 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 20 August 1836 
261 between 3 September (column 3 page 3) and 22 October 
1836 (column 5 page 3) six notices appeared in the Cornwall 
Chronicle. 
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this time for the Royal Olympic Theatrem , located in 
the upper storey of the London tavern, at the corner of 
St John and Cameron Streets. Troupes would arrive in 
Launceston for a season and then return to Melbourne m . 
During Race Week, March 1843, the Theatre announced that 
it would be open every night with a variety of 
performances. 264 
Comment on the theatre was not always favourable however. 
One performance at the Olympic Theatre was compared to 
that of a brothel! m Such strong statements were 
prompted by the apparent lack of appropriate seating for 
families at the theatre and the obvious drunken state of 
one of the actors. Criticised or not, the theatre still 
ran its advertisement that same issue of the paper 266 . 
However, the drama and excitement was soon overlooked and, 
all was forgiven. A fortnight later the Cornwall 
Chronicle's advice had been taken and the whole 
situation, the performance and the seating were much more 
respectable; indeed "some 20 persons were not admitted to 
the upper boxes last night." The paper concluded that 
last night's performance was the best they had seen at 
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the Olympic. 267 The paper's favourable opinion of the 
theatre was enhanced with the very generous offer of Mr. 
Coppin and his actors to give the proceeds of their 
performance to the newly established Benevolent 
Society268 
The South Esk and the Tamar Cricket clubs were 
established to provide for leisure activities and when 
matches were played they were reported in the pages of 
the Cornwall Chronicle. One match saw a team of married 
men versus a team of single men. 269 
The "manly, rational and national amusement" 27° of 
horseracing was another pastime. Notices for the races, 
held either at Norfolk Plains , 271Launceston272 or 
Perthm appeared from the first issue of the paper in 
1835. Race week of 1843 was a four day affair, and 
although there were fewer people present than previously, 
the Band of the 96th Regiment played and most of the 
267 column 7 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 21 October 1843 
268 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 4 June 1845 
269 column 2 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 2 February 1839 
270 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 8 March 1845 
271 column 4 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 14 February 1835 
272 column 3 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 5 September 1835 
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military officers attended. 274 Horse races were not 
always such elegant events however. One time it was a 
challenge through the streets of Launceston 275 . 
The pages of the Cornwall Chronicle provided 
entertainment of a different kind. That newspaper 
material which today may be said to be aimed at a mass 
readership, that is, births, death and marriages, trivia 
from meetings, sports teams and scores, did not feature 
to a great extent in the newspapers of the 1830s and 40s. 
The first birth notice appeared in the third issue of the 
paper. 276  While births, deaths and marriages notices 
appeared more frequently after 1840 than previously, 
there was not a section devoted just to this, even when 
the layout of the paper became more streamlined in 1845. 
Fictional items, such as poetry and short stories had 
appeared, albeit on an irregular basis, since the early 
issues of the paper. "Select Poetry", for example, first 
appeared in the second number. m By the time the pages 
of the paper were numbered, and the paper itself 
organised into sections, "Poetry" was a subheading. 27  
274 column 4 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 24 February 1843 
275 column 1 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 20 May 1837 
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During 1844, the back page of the newspaper was given 
over to a short story and readers were enthralled, for 
example, by the adventures of "The Miser of New 
280 Abbey". 279 Fawkner's Circulating Library, 	later 
taken over by James Hill, 281  was available for local 
readers. As well as providing books, it also promoted a 
Public Reading Room. 
Some of the Cornwall Chronicle's notices made 
entertaining reading in themselves. Mr Rudge's 
"whimsical wager" to walk blindfolded from Mr B Francis' 
house, around the Church Square and then to his own 
house, within an hour, was for a five pound bet. 282 
Professor Rea's "aerial ascension" was certainly unique, 
if not entertaining. The inflation of a "leviathan 
balloon, 60 feet in height and 129 in circumference" was 
to take place in an open space in St Johns Street and 
then, Professor Rea, "the gunsmith of York Street" 283 , 
would ascend in the balloon. Spectators had their money 
refunded because nothing happened: The Professor 
announced that he would try again. The Cornwall Chronicle 
was very supportive but suggested that the police ought 
279 page 4 Cornwall Chronicle 16 October 1844 
280 column 5 page 4 Cornwall Chronicle 11 April 1835 
vn column 4 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 16 May 1835 
282 column 7 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 11 January 1840 
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to attend so that the Professor didn't have to put up 
with the rabble who had made the whole exercise very 
difficult. 284  One week later Professor Rea announced 
his plans to take the "aerial machine" to Hobart, 
lowering it at Campbell Town. 2" There was no further 
comment regarding the Professor's plans, but an article 
reprinted from overseas entitled "A Balloon in Turkey", 
about a flight in Constantinople, kept the issue alive 
and seemed a fitting, concluding comment on this 
diversion. 2" 
VW column 1 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 15 March 1845 
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2.3 	RELIGION AND EDUCATION 
The provision of education and religion to the colony was 
both a complex and a contentious issue. Governor Arthur 
inherited from previous administrations a lack of 
interest in and concern for matters educational and 
religious. The building of gaols for the convicts and 
barracks for the soldiers was considered more important 
than schools and churches for the free settlers. There 
was, nevertheless, state aid to both churches and to 
schools. 
Land was provided on which to build churches but settlers 
were to pay half the cost of church buildings: chaplains 
would have their salaries paid but they would also teach 
to add to their income. These decisions resulted in an 
increase in the number of churches built and in the 
number of sects represented in the town. 
Dr William Henry Browne, "a formidable combination of 
Irishman and evangelical" 287 , was the preacher most 
frequently commented upon in the Cornwall Chronicle. 
Browne arrived in Van Diemen's Land in October 1828. His 
287 	L. Robson, op cit, page 182 
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parish covered 3800 square miles and extended from 
Campbell Town to George Town and Longford and across to 
the east coast: he was based at St John's Church in 
Launceston. Goodwin's argument with Browne centred on 
the Friend libel case, the death of Mrs Friend and the 
subsequent accusation by Browne that Goodwin had caused 
her death288 . 
Criticism of Browne's actions continued. His speculative 
pursuits 288 as well as his interests in land sales m 
were considered inappropriate for a man of his station. 
On another occasion it was his refusal to say how the 
church's offertory funds had been disposed of that 
created anger and aroused suspicion. The paper believed 
that these funds ought to be spent on the sick and needy 
of Launceston. ni  The Rev Dr Browne received yet 
another complaint from the newspaper. This time he was 
accused, in association with the Benevolent Society, of 
neglecting to look after a dying man whom he had been 
asked to check on. The benevolence of the Benevolent 
Society was lacking on this occasion concluded the 
paper. m 
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The Wesleyans were regarded favourably by Arthur and he 
donated his own money to their mission. A notice of the 
meeting of the Wesleyan Missionary Society appeared late 
in 1835 293 , the foundation stone of the Chapel in 
Paterson Street having been laid in April of that year. 
The Presbyterians likewise established themselves and 
notices of meetings at Evandale and Perth were published 
in the Cornwall Chronicle. 294 
Reverend Henry Dowling was the Baptist Minister who had 
arrived in 1834. Reverend Father J A Cotham was the 
Roman Catholic priest and the foundation stone for his 
church was laid on March 19 1839. 295 
The Congregational Church, in Tamar Street, was "opened 
for public worship" on the 6 of September 1837. 296  The 
Reverend Charles Price, the Congregational Minister, also 
conducted a schoolm , attended by, amongst others, 
Henry Button and his three brothers. In 1838, two other 
Congregational ministers arrived in Launceston, Morrison 
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and the Reverend John West. A division within the Tamar 
Street church resulted in the establishment of a second 
congregation, with West as pastor. 
The Cornwall Chronicle was supportive of the Launceston 
Jewish community in its efforts to obtain a piece of land 
which could be used as a burial ground and criticised the 
administration for refusing their application. m The 
acquisition of land by the Jews was subsequently 
applauded by the paper. 299 
Any behaviour by ministers of religion that was 
considered inappropriate or unethical was commented upon. 
Edward Freeman of the Evandale Church of England owed 
nine thousand pounds. The behaviour of such a 
respectable member of the community, who received a good 
salary, should not be tolerated. m) A letter signed 
"Perambulator" asked the paper if "a certain Minister of 
the Gospel is the owner of several brothels, from which 
he receives weekly rentals". According to the paper this 
information was correct but no details were given. m* 
The regular criticisms of the Rev Dr Browne and an anti- 
298 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 27 May 1843 
299 column 3 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 6 July 1844 
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establishment stance, earned for the Cornwall Chronicle 
the reputation that it "launched outspoken and 
irresponsible attacks on ... the Church of England. „ 302 
One of the paper's engravings, "Rivals", depicted a 
Church of England clergyman looking enviously at a crowd 
flocking into a Nonconformist chape1. 3" The paper 
could not understand why there were those who criticised 
employment on the Sabbath. This question was in relation 
to the steamboat "Gipsey" travelling to George Town on a 
Sunday. "Must a man attend a church or chapel, in order 
to worship his creator?" inquired the paper, declaring 
that the community had no desire to be "priest- 
„304 ridden. 
The various denominations established schools and were 
allocated government funds to do so. For reasons of 
economy, a "national” education system was preferred and 
"from 1838 a modified British and Foreign system 
prevailed. ,,305 
An Infant School was established in Launceston in 1835 
under the guidance of the Infant Society which had set up 
a similar school in Hobart Town in 1832. Regular notices 
302 L. Robson, op cit, page 207 
303 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 23 September 1837 
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305 M. Roe, Quest for Authority in Eastern Australia 
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and reports of meetings of the Society appeared in the 
Cornwall Chronicle: the first notice appeared in the 
first issue. 3" 
Apart from the schools funded by the administration, both 
men and women offered their services privately as 
schoolmasters and mistresses. Notices for schools, such 
as Mr and Mrs Pettinger's at Evandale 307 and Mrs 
Hudson's Seminary308 were regular contributors to the 
advertising pages of the paper. Other schools came and 
went: Mrs Cook309 and Mr G Findlay. 310  For those who 
could afford it, there was a choice of educational 
philosophy as well as location and size of the 
establishment. The editor suggested that parents should 
consult the paper's advertising columns as a guide, since 
there were numerous day and boarding schools, some of 
which were "unexceptionable. „311  
Educational philosophy featured as a topic for discussion 
and debate in the correspondent's section of the Cornwall 
306 
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Chronicle, indicating the breadth of educational ideas 
circulating at the time. Mr. Clifford, who conducted his 
own school, 312  was criticised for being "bombastic and 
absurd" 313 by a correspondent, "Anti-Humbug", for 
implying that his system of teaching "individually" was 
the only efficient way to teach. Mr Clifford's reply 
which supported his system and outlined his educational 
experience, was printed the following week. 3" 
The Cornwall Chronicle considered the education system to 
be "satisfactory". Although there was room for 
improvement, the paper was pleased to see that education 
was a part of the colony's expenditure, 4150 pounds 
having been expended by the local government in 1845. 3115 
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2.4 	ASSOCIATIONS AND SOCIETIES 
A common occupation or interest brought colonists 
together and so associations or societies were formed. 
While some of these associations were the direct 
descendants of British organisations, others were 
established to cater for specific, local needs. 
Agricultural societies, for example, established regular 
markets and shows, and provided the opportunity for stock, 
and produce to be sold. They also permitted improved 
techniques and greater variety in agricultural pursuits 
to be implemented. The Horticultural Society, the 
Cornwall Agricultural Society and the Ploughing 
Association used the pages of the Cornwall Chronicle to 
promote their particular interest by advertising meetings 
and reports of their shows. These associations began 
using the advertising columns of the paper from its 
earliest days: The Cornwall Agricultural Society from 
April 1835 316 , the Ploughing Association 317 and the 
Horticultural Society from June 1838 318 . 
316 column 3 page 5 Cornwall Chronicle 11 April 1835 
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Another association which was regularly advertised during 
the 1830s, beginning in October 1835 3", was the 
Association for the Suppression of Felonies. This 
Association reflected the settlers' attempts to address 
the lawlessness of the colony themselves. With the aim 
of detecting those who committed offences against its 
members, it met at the Launceston Hotel. Landowners and 
stockholders were invited to become members by paying an 
annual membership of two guineas. The Association had 
fourteen regulations which governed its activities: each 
member would provide the association with his stocks' 
brands and assist other members if their stock should 
stray. no  By dealing with this issue in their own way, 
these particular colonists, critical of the prevailing 
police and legal system, were able to promote their aims 
and objectives through the pages of the Cornwall 
Chronicle and exert some influence and control. As well 
as the notices and resolutions of these meetings, notices 
of rewards offered for the conviction of a felon or 
felons also appeared. For example, a reward of twenty 
pounds was offered for the recovery of a case containing 
haberdashery belonging to Henry Dowling. The case had 
been stolen from King's Wharf and the Association would 
319 column 1 page 4 Cornwall Chronicle 10 October 1835 
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provide ten pounds reward, Mr Dowling another ten. 321 
Undisciplined and crude the society was, but there was 
nevertheless a concern for one's fellow man. The 
Launceston Benevolent Society was established in 
1835 322 : its annual report of the following year stated 
that it had "relieved fifty cases of distress." 323 The 
names of well known Launceston citizens Friend, Gleadow, 
Henty and Gilles appeared amongst its membership list. 
Notices and reports of the Society's meetings appeared 
regularly in the Cornwall Chronicle during the 1830s. 
During the 1840s these notices and reports did not 
appear, but in May 1845 a meeting to establish a 
benevolent society was called.- 324 A notice in December 
1844 calling for the revival of the non-denominational, 
Launceston Stranger's Friend Society, because there was 
"no society in operation for the relief of the sick and 
the destitute", 325 suggests the Benevolent Society had 
been disbanded for a period of time. 
The townspeople were supportive: the paper congratulated 
Mr Coppin, and his players from the Olympic Theatre, who 
gave the proceeds of a night at the theatre to the 
321 column 4 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 17 February 1838 
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Benevolent Society. The Cornwall Chronicle was less than 
enthusiastic however, about those members of the Cornwall 
Insurance Company who actively discouraged the public 
from attending the benefit night 326 and the efforts of 
the Examiner to undermine the establishment of the 
society 327  didnot go unnoticed. According to the 
paper, those who controlled the Examiner and the Cornwall 
Insurance Company were not able to control the society 
and so they did not want to support it. 
Similar societies, but with a specific target group, were 
also established. A Whaling Benevolent Society was set 
up for the relief of distressed whalers and their 
families. Their first Launceston meeting was advertised 
in November 1840. 328  The Tradesmen's Benevolent Society 
was also established. 329 
A Licensed Victualler's Association was to be set up as 
an "independent society", along the lines of the one 
already established in Hobart Town, and a meeting was 
held at the Angel Inn, Charles Street. Twenty eight 
subscribers paid ten shillings each to join. 330 The 
326 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 4 June 1845 
327 column 3 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 14 June 1845 
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Cornwall Chronicle wished the society "success and long 
life", which would only be achieved by "unity and 
perseverance". 33 ' While it functioned like a benevolent 
society, its motives were also political. These motives 
may well have been the reason for its establishment. 
Revenue from licensing fees contributed substantially to 
the colony's coffers 332 and when an increase was 
proposed, the licensed victuallers called a public 
meeting to petition the Governor. 333 The Cornwall 
Chronicle supported the aims of this association and 
believed the licensed victuallers were being treated 
unfairly when they were fined for having drunks on their 
334 premises, 	or when publicans were charged. 
In February 1838 a correspondent wrote to the Cornwall 
Chronicle urging the establishment of a "Mechanics 
Institution in this Town", claiming that it would 
"promote ... social harmony, 	... 	improve the intellect 
... 	(and) produce a moral influence upon the mind." 336 
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Some four years later, a Public meeting held at the 
Infant School Room, with Police Magistrate W H Breton 
presiding, established the Launceston Mechanic's 
Institute."' Its aims and objectives were "the 
promotion of science and the arts, combined with the 
diffusion of general literature...with a special view of 
promoting the intellectual culture of the operative 
classes" 338 By the close of the meeting, approximately 
fifty people had enrolled as members. The Report for the 
Year 1844 gave the membership total as one hundred and 
nine. 339  A Reading Room was set up and lectures given 
on a range of topics from "Electricity" to "Modern 
Education." A lecture by M C Friend on "Astronomy" was 
"listened to with much attention by upwards of one 
hundred and fifty persons. „ 340  
While supportive of the establishment of such an 
association, the Cornwall Chronicle was critical of its 
methods of operation341 , and more importantly, of the 
attempts by a few to control it. The paper argued that 
337 column 5 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 12 March 1842 
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such an institution ought to be freely available to all, 
like a church, and not to the favoured few. In 
particular, the charge of a subscription for membership 
was criticised. 342 
Any unfavourable goings on regarding the Institute were 
reported in the paper: for example, a disgraceful 
disturbance took place outside the school house after a 
lecture. 343  While the association may have been 
supported by the locals, the choice of topics did not 
always receive a favourable reaction. The response of 
some members of the public to a lecture by Dr Udny on 
"Natural Theology" aroused comment. The paper believed 
that his lectures weren't suited "to the narrow and 
bigoted minds of the gentlemen who have imposed upon 
themselves the duty of catering for the intellectual 
taste of the inhabitants of Launceston.„ 344  When the 
members of the Mechanics Institute voted to exclude the 
Cornwall Chronicle and the works of Sir Walter Scott from 
their reading room there was strong comment in the paper. 
The paper had been "charged with offering ineffectual 
opposition to ... teetotalism”, this being given as the 
reason for the exclusion. 345 
342 column 3 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 7 May 1842 
343 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 13 August 1842 
344 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 1 July 1843 
345 column 2 page 151 Cornwall Chronicle 13 September 
1845 
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The Tasmanian Teetotal Society advertised its meetings in 
the Cornwall Chronicle from the end of 1836 3" and met 
in the Infant School in Frederick Street. Although 
criticised for appropriating a piece of land on which to 
build a hal1, 347 the Temperance Society was given a 
cautious note of approval by the paper, saying that it 
could be a beneficial association, provided its speakers 
"keep to the point without diverging into the abuse of 
their fellow townsmen. 048 While the Cornwall Chronicle 
agreed with the "total abstinence principle" 349 , it was 
critical of the hypocrisy and deception surrounding it 
and cited the example of an illicit and teetotal brewer, 
Turner, who was caught. 35o  The Teetotal Advocate, which 
catered for this particular interest group, was published 
during the 1840s. 
346 column 4 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 1 October 1836 
347 column 4 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 2 April 1845 
348 column 2 page 242 Cornwall Chronicle 28 March 1846 
349 column 2 page 151 Cornwall Chronicle 13 September 
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PART 3 	SOME COLONIAL THEMES 
Nadel refers to the early colonial newspaper as being a 
"manipulative model" 351 ; that is, one in which the 
government used the press as a means of social control. 
It was "exclusive in character, costly, of small 
circulation, and written in the interests of government 
for a select readership of officials and gentry." 352 It 
was Andrew Bent who turned the tide in Van Diemen's Land 
and paved the way for a more "laissez-faire model" 353 . 
His Hobart Town Gazette and Southern Reporter, 
established in 1816, indicated that the press had begun 
"to take its place as a vehicle of public and private 
opinion." 3" Emancipist Bent "established his claim to 
private ownership of the press, ... introduced the 
expression of opinion in the form of editorials, and ... 
opened his columns to letters from correspondents." 
Governor Arthur did not like such freedom of the press 
and reacted accordingly. He questioned Bent's ownership 
351 	G. Nadel, op cit, page 257 
352 	ibid 
353 	ibid 
354 	J. Woodberry, Andrew Bent, (Hobart, 1972), page 125 
355 	J. Woodberry, op cit, page 125 
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of the press, he proposed a Licensing Act and he had Bent 
prosecuted for libel. By the time the Cornwall Chronicle 
was first published, the tradition of a free press had 
been established. But Governor Arthur remained and 
although his actions vis-a-vis the press had been 
checked, the administration still exerted some control 
over colonial newspapers. Consequently, freedom of the 
press remained a topical and relevant issue, as did the 
style and the tone of the administration. 
Transportation, likewise, was a theme which permeated all 
aspects of colonial life. The manner in which the editor 
chose to present these themes to his readers provides 
another interesting topic for discussion. The pages of 
the Cornwall Chronicle reflect a point of view on these 
themes as well as their relative importance to the 
colonists. 
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3.1 	COLONIAL ADMINISTRATION 
Colonial administration was multi-faceted; the law of the 
land was British, the Colonial Office administered from a 
distance and the Governor of the colony, depending on his 
personality and leadership style, interpreted 
accordingly. The colonial newspaper may well have been 
critical of the British laws, but it was the Governor of 
the day who incurred the most wrath. The Cornwall 
Chronicle reflected the point of view that was opposed to 
an autocratic ruler of a colony which had no 
representative institutions. 
Between 1835 and 1847, Van Diemen's Land was governed by 
Colonel George Arthur, Sir John Franklin and Sir John 
Eardley-Wilmot. Arthur, who governed the colony from 
1824 until 1836 was described as an "autocratic, 
puritanical, high-minded but vindictive ruler." 356 
Of the three Governors, it was Arthur who received the 
most constant and critical comment in the pages of the 
paper, in some instances after his departure, from 
356 A G L Shaw The Convicts and the Colonies (London: 
1966) page 195 
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letters to the editor357 as well as editorial 
comment31 . All aspects of his life came under 
scrutiny: his time in Honduras was a matter for 
discussion359 as was his income and his propertyu° . 
Governor Arthur was reputedly the subject of more than 
one of Goodwin's woodcuts. The woodcut titled "The Never 
Failing Undertaker" 351 which illustrated Death preparing 
a coffin, on which was written "Beloved by all foes to 
Freedom, and detested by all foes to Despotism, 352 "may 
refer to the impending departure of ... Arthur353 ": a 
donkey-rider, dressed like the Lieutenant Governor, is 
running away from a group of men presenting "The 
column 2 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 
column 1 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 
column 1 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 
column 2 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 
column 5 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 
column 3 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 
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360 
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Address"": and a scene depicting the devil flying 
through a storm while several men sink beneath the waves 
may be a reference to Governor Arthur's departure for 
England at the end of the following month. 365 
"Under such a government, what community could be 
happy?" asked the Cornwall Chronicle366 referring to 
Arthur's administration. Creating happiness within the 
colony was not part of Arthur's agenda: he was much more 
concerned with establishing law and order. A year later 
the colonists were happier however. Kenneth Snodgrass, 
the Major of the Brigade in New South Wales was 
caretaking the colony and the colonists were eagerly 
awaiting the arrival of Sir John Franklin. 367  While the 
Cornwall Chronicle anticipated that the colony would 
prosper, the colonists were warned not to expect too much 
to happen overnight. Goodwin urged the colonists to let 
Franklin know about "the public grievances ... at the 
earliest opportunity", otherwise the Governor would not 
be aware of them. 368  
1836 
1836 
January 
January 
1836 
1837 
36.1 
365 
366 
367 
368 
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Sir John Franklin, who was Governor from 1837 until 1843, 
turned out to be a disappointment to the colonists. His 
"administration which had commenced in prosperity. . 
• 
ended in depression" 369 : "That any gentleman can do 
worse we know to be impossible." 3" Arthur's 
administration was now seen in a different light. "Times 
indeed are sadly changed and much as we disapproved of 
Sir George Arthur, still we ... disapprove ten times more 
of the present reign. " 371  The Cornwall Chronicle 
considered his appointment as Governor inappropriate: a 
man of his standing and reputation ought to be retired 
and with his family. 372 
Franklin's term coincided with a short-lived boom when 
speculation was high, followed by a longer period of 
economic depression. In reviewing the year 1840 the 
Cornwall Chronicle praised the colony's progress, "our 
commerce has increased fourfold" 373 , but by 1841 the 
"cumulative downswing was well under way." 374 There 
were insolvencies and unemployment, public works were 
postponed and land sales were stopped in an effort to 
369 	M. 	Hartwell, 
Diemen's Land, (Melbourne, 
370 column 3 page 
Tn column 1 page 
372 column 5 page 
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halt the spread of the economic depression. 
Lady Franklin's influence on the administration of the 
colony was considered inappropriate by the Cornwall 
Chronicle. Notice of Franklin's recall saw the paper 
looking forward to a new governor who would not resign 
himself to the "petticoat control of any self-conceited 
upstart blue stocking." 375 
Sir John Eardley -Wilmot, Governor from 1843 until 1846 
was described as a "muddle-brained blockhead" Y" 
but the Cornwall Chronicle perceived him as "having the 
true interests of the free community of this territory at 
heart" 377 . Eardley-Wilmot's recall was on the basis of 
his having failed "in a principal portion of his public 
duty" 378 and his private life was also brought into 
question. The Cornwall Chronicle however, was critical 
of Secretary of State Gladstone's removal of Eardley-
Wilmot without the Governor being given the opportunity 
to clear himself. 3" 
The nominated members of the Legislative Council were an 
375 column 3 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 14 April 1843 
376 A G L Shaw op cit page 296 
377 column 3 p 477 Cornwall Chronicle 24 June 1846 
378 L. Robson, op cit, page 435 
379 column 1 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 2 January 1847 
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adjunct to the administration. Established by an Act of 
the British Parliament in 1828, the Council consisted of 
six official members and eight non-official members and 
was presided over by the Lt Governor. The paper viewed 
the members as puppets whose "labours cannot be 
advantageous to the colony" 31: , particularly at a time 
of economic downturn. The colonists needed more than 
"dependants in the Council", they needed to be properly 
represented. ul 
The Legislative Council made things increasingly 
difficult for Eardley-Wilmot and proved themselves to be 
more than mere puppets. The Council refused to pass 
legislation for such bills as the Highway Bill and a bill 
to pay for the cost of lighting in Hobart Town, seeing 
them for the tax bills that they were. Even the drafting 
of a Hobart Town Municipal Bill to provide for lighting, 
paving and cleaning of the streets was criticised because 
it was seen as a tax measure and not as "a step forward 
towards self government. „ 382  
Matters worsened in October 1845 when the Council was 
left without a quorum over the issue of voting on the 
estimates on colonial expenditure. Three members resigned 
380 column 2 page 111 Cornwall Chronicle 30 August 1845 
381 column 2 page 111 Cornwall Chronicle 30 August 1845 
382 	L. Robson, op cit, page 423 
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on one day and three others the next: this group became 
known as the Patriotic Six. Their argument was that the 
colony could neither afford to pay these estimates, nor 
should it be obliged to do so, since the cost of gaols 
and police was the British government's responsibility. 
While the Cornwall Chronicle admired the stand taken by 
the six and believed the public would likewise applaud 
it, it was a step "injudiciously taken" 3" : not a 
condemnation of what had been done but a suggestion that 
it could have been done differently. Members should have 
voted against every single item as it was brought up for 
consideration and confined themselves to opposing the 
measures, rather than the person. 384 The paper's concern 
was for the future interests of the colony as a result of 
the six's actions, but it saw Eardley-Wilmot as "the 
faithful friend of the colony". 385  With talk of who the 
new members of the Council would be, the Cornwall 
Chronicle suggested that they should be allowed to get on 
with business: it was only this paper and the Colonial 
Times that had not turned this issue to the colony's 
disadvantage. 386 
383 column 1 page 311 Cornwall Chronicle 8 November 1845 
384 	ibid 
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The Cornwall Chronicle advocated the colonist's 
involvement in matters of local administration and 
sounded envious of the steps being taken in Hobart Town 
to make improvements to that town's lighting, paving and 
street cleaning through the Lighting and Paving Act 387 : 
perhaps the more so because Hobart had been declared a 
city in 1842. The paper was critical of the attempt to 
thwart the introduction of a municipal bill for 
Launceston. The inhabitants were urged not to be content 
with things as they were but to seek "the privileges of 
free citizens" since municipal institutions, the 
formation of a market, the draining of land and the 
introduction of light and water would result in "vast 
. 3" improvements" 
The Cornwall Chronicle's end of year or beginning of year 
comments gave the editor an opportunity to reflect on the 
previous year's occurrences and invariably there would be 
a reference to the administration: critical in 1836 389 , 
optimistic in 1837m and acknowledging the effects of 
the depression in 1844 3M . With reference to the 
Patriotic Six no doubt, 1845 was thus described: 
387 column 2 page 737 Cornwall Chronicle 26 September 
1846 
column 2 page 391 Cornwall Chronicle 6 December 1845 
389 column 1 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 2 January 1836 
column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 7 January 1837 
391 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 4 January 1845 
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"political occurrences have been spirit-stirring, and in 
some respects unprecedented." 3" Regardless of the 
administrative style however, the Cornwall Chronicle did 
not waver from its purpose, "for the good of our adopted 
country". "We would rather support the government, bad 
as it is, than we would lend our aid to destroy the 
fabric of society." m 
392 column 2 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 3 January 1846 
393 column 4 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 22 August 1835 
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3.2 	THE TRANSPORTATION ISSUE 
"Socially, Launceston was a penal settlement" reminisced 
Henry Dowling 394 and Henry Button's references to the 
stocks and the treadmill 395 are evidence of the everyday 
reminders that confronted Launcestonians. Notices in the 
Cornwall Chronicle reinforced the message: 
advertisements requested that only those who had "come 
free to the Colony" 396 should apply for positions and 
listed those who had obtained their tickets of leave or 
been granted free or conditional pardons. The paper 
reprinted items from the Government Gazette items 
relating to transportation and to the assignment of 
convicts, as well as prison expenses. 
H W H Smythe's map"' shows the prisoner's barracks in 
lower George Street, between William and Cimitiere 
Streets. The gaol was in Bathurst Street, the treadmill 
opposite and the Female Factory was built beside it in 
1834. The treadmill, gaol and factory were surrounded by 
394 L. S. Bethell, op cit, page 106 
395 H. Button, op cit, page 133 
396 column 3 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 14 February 1835 
397 See Appendix 1 
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a wall, built across Bathurst Street in two places, to 
detain prisoners while breaking stone. While the 
inhabitants considered the blocking off of a thoroughfare 
unfair, they "were taught that in such cases public 
interests must give place to convict official 
convenience." 318 
Under Governor George Arthur the convict system was one 
of assignment, a system that had been recommended by 
Commissioner J T Bigge in his report of 1822 and promoted 
by the British Government. Arthur had inherited this 
system from Governor Sorell but extended and perfected it 
during his own administration. The British government 
approved of this form of convict discipline because it 
was a way of saving money: the master rather than the 
British government would support the convict. Although, 
not always viewed as the most appropriate means of 
punishment, the assignment system meant that the convicts 
could be scattered about the colony with less opportunity 
to gang up and get into trouble, and that they could be 
taught a trade so when free they could be gainfully 
employed. Some master might even attend to a convicts 
moral and religious education. The establishment of an 
Assignment Board by Arthur in 1832 provided checks and 
balances, but nevertheless errors and discrepancies were 
part of the system: not all masters were vigilant, some 
gave their convicts livestock, the magistrates didn't 
398 	H. Button, op cit, page 155 
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always enforce the regulations and the police were not 
always reliable. While the Cornwall Chronicle believed 
convict labour to be "necessary to the present and future 
well-being of the colony" 399 , it was critical of the 
indiscriminate nature of the assignment system when due 
regard was not paid to either the employers' wants or the 
convicts' skills • 400  
Assignment of convicts stopped in July 1839 and from the 
end of that year convicts worked in probationary gangs on 
public works before they went into private service. 
Although the assignment system had its shortcomings, it 
was adequate and the change over to the probation system 
was not a popular one. For the British authorities 
however, it was a decision based on financial 
considerations. Assignment was no longer perceived as 
being economically viable because of the amount spent on 
convict discipline and the maintenance of the system. 
Once the convicts had obtained a probation pass they 
would cost the government no more. 
The discussions on transportation in the pages of the 
Cornwall Chronicle afforded readers the opportunity to be 
kept informed on this issue and the range of opinions 
that accompanied it. The Society for Prison Discipline 
399 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 11 April 1835 
column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 18 April 1835 
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had suggested that Alexander Maconochie visit the colony 
and report on the question of prison discipline and the 
Cornwall Chronicle printed his report in three 
consecutive issues of January 1839. 401  On another 
occasion, details of the probation system and its five 
stages were outlined. 402 
The educated convict posed a real threat to the system 
that Governor Arthur and the Colonial Office had 
established. Educated convicts had the potential to work 
as clerks and to prosper in the colony. Perhaps the 
greatest threat was that they might write, or worse 
still, print newspapers! Emancipist Andrew Bent, printer 
and publisher of the Hobart Town Gazette provided living 
proof. The Cornwall Chronicle considered that Port 
Arthur was an inappropriate place for an educated 
prisoner: such a convict ought to be employed as a 
clerk, and not sent to Port Arthur because the system 
said so." 3 
Female convicts like their male counterparts were 
classified according to their behaviour and sentence and 
1 Cornwall Chronicle 5 January 1839 
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the Female Factory was home to those awaiting assignment 
and a number of their illegitimate children. The women 
could better serve the community if they were not thus 
confined and kept idle according to the paper. 404  
The Cornwall Chronicle's pro-transportation stance was 
qualified by editorial comments which, while 
acknowledging the benefits of transportation, believed 
that modifications to the system were necessary. The 
paper saw the system in terms of its advantages to the 
whole community and criticised the law regarding ticket-
of-leavers who, having been caught gambling, were sent to 
work in the interior leaving their employers without 
employees. "Trade may stand still - loss and 
inconvenience may be sustained - but the MORALS of 
ticket-of-leave men MUST be preserved at any price!"'m 
The Cornwall Chronicle's response to a public notice got 
up by A Fenn Kemp, H Hopkins, T D Chapman and G W Walker 
amongst others, was to call for modifications to the 
probation system, not its abolition, to ensure that there 
was not an oversupply of convicts. cm  The notice called 
on fellow colonists to petition Her Majesty and the two 
Houses of Parliament against the present system of 
404 column 7 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 25 December 1841 
405 column 3 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 25 January 1840 
cm column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 7 June 1845 
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transportation: the petition would be circulated and 
signatures asked for. 407 While the paper agreed that 
convict labour was not advantageous to the moral state of 
the colonists, this would be less of a problem if the 
number was reduced. 08 Again, there was a reminder to 
colonists, particularly those who had signed the 
petition, to not overlook the advantages to the whole 
community: Perth, for example, had benefited from having 
a probation station. 409 
The Cornwall Chronicle was aware of the moral danger the 
convicts posed if they were allowed to wander around the 
town. While it considered that the government's motive 
in allowing probation men out on Saturday afternoon was 
humane, the paper called it an "unwarrantable and 
unnecessary indulgence". After all the prisoners were 
not school children for whom it was customary to be given 
a half day holiday. 410  Besides what would the reactions 
of Londoners be if the inhabitants of the hulks were let 
loose? 411 Those Launcestonians attending the races need 
not be disturbed by the sight of convicts, "The Police 
Magistrate having last year found that by forbidding 
407 column 3 page 4 Cornwall Chronicle 3 June 1845 
400 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 7 June 1845 
409 column 1 page 3 Cornwall Chronicle 19 July 1845 
410 col 1 page 143 Cornwall Chronicle 10 September 1845 
411 column 2 page 143 Cornwall Chronicle 10 September 
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convicts to appear at the above Races, much intemperance 
and disorder was prevented. „412  
On occasions the Cornwall Chronicle displayed a humane 
attitude towards the individual convict. The paper 
supported the right of ticket-of-leave men to attend the 
Regatta413 , referred to the poor quality of the 
vegetables supplied to the convicts in the gao1 414 and 
was critical of the military jury in the case of the 
convict Schaw415 . The Cornwall Chronicle reacted when 
the Examiner called it a sin to employ a convict, 
implying this was a holier-than-thou attitude. The 
Chronicle had taken on a third class probationer, stating 
that it would encourage anyone who wanted to do well, "no 
matter what he might have been. . 416  
Once the colony appeared to be emerging from the 
depression and "the rage for purchasing blocks of land 
has almost subsided"w , the paper considered it 
foolhardy to take away the cheap and abundant supply of 
412 column 1 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 25 January 1840 
413 column 2 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 18 January 1840 
414 column 4 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 20 June 1840 
415 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 22 February 1840 
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labour, ie convicts, that some colonists were petitioning 
for. The paper accused those anti-transportationists of 
denouncing something that they had all greedily accepted: 
wealth had been derived from this source and they should 
not forget it. 418  "Something like knocking a sick 
patient on the head rather than adopt the necessary means 
to effect his recovery " 419 was the description given to 
discontinuing transportation as a means of effecting 
economic recovery. 
The Cornwall Chronicle saw the continuation of 
transportation as necessary for the continued prosperity 
of the colony but acknowledged that a petition which 
called for legislation by representation and the 
immediate cessation of transportation would receive 
considerable support. The paper had a realistic view of 
the strength of the anti-transportation feeling. 
However, it believed that those who opposed 
transportation had not considered the subject carefully 
enough nor the consequences. While the paper supported 
the argument for legislation by representation as it was 
"right and privilege „420, and agreed that it was 
incompatible with the convict system, the Cornwall 
Chronicle reminded its readers that the probation system 
418 column 3 op cit 
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ensured that the free population was separate from the 
convicted and that they were distinct because "each has 
its own laws and regulations... the Governor or the 
Comptroller-General". 421 
421 	column 3 op cit 
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3.3 	FREEDOM OF THE PRESS 
The freedom of the press as an issue for the Cornwall 
Chronicle can be illustrated in two ways: firstly, the 
paper's position is reflected through its use of relevant 
quotations, anonymous correspondence and editorial 
comment and secondly, through its response to attempts to 
restrict the press within the colony. 
The various quotations which appeared on either the front 
page or which preceded the editorial comment, provide 
both the substance and the tradition of the Cornwall 
Chronicle's position on this issue. The English 
correspondent Junius, whose letters "appeared 
mysteriously in the Public Advertiser of 1768" ,422 
inspired colonial correspondents who followed the 
tradition of advocating constitutional reform and 
addressing correspondence to Governors, officials and 
lawyers. "Let it be impressed upon your minds, let it be 
instilled into your children, that the LIBERTY OF THE 
PRESS is the palladium of all the civil, political and 
religious rights of an Englishman. „423  This Junius 
quote, together with the shorter quotation from the Roman 
D. Cryle, op cit, page 3 
423 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 27 April 1839 
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historian Sallust, which appeared in 1835, both 
exemplified the Cornwall Chronicle's position: "Liberty 
with Danger is to be preferred to Slavery with 
Security." 4211 A quote from the Roman satirist Juvenal, 
VERBA ANIMI PROFERRE ET VITAM IMPENDERE VERO" was also 
identified with the paper. 425 
Colonial editors permitted anonymous correspondence to be 
printed in their newspapers: officials were outraged but 
freedom of the press was highlighted. "Justitia", 
writing in response to the Friend case, concluded that 
the importance of a free press in a small community like 
Launceston was in acting as a check on the misconduct of 
public servants. 426  "A Correspondent" questioned what 
would have happened if the public comment concerning Mr 
Price's receipt of monies donated to the shipwrecked had 
not occurred. Such discussion was permitted through the 
Cornwall Chronicle. 427 
If the newspaper printed a differing point of view on the 
freedom of the press issue, then the editor had the 
opportunity to refute it, and thus reinforce his own 
ideas. When, in 1838, a petition was to be circulated in 
424 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 1 August 1835 
US page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 3 January 1846 
426 columns 1 & 2, page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 14 July 
1838 
427 column 1 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 13 April 1839 
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Launceston regarding a public meeting to consider the 
state of the colonial press, Goodwin regretted that the 
meeting did not take place (there were only seven 
petitioners), because it would have been an opportunity 
428 to air concerns. 
An opportunity to refer to the freedom of the press 
issue, meant on another occasion, that the Cornwall 
Chronicle could also relate how it had been treated by 
its critics. The so-called "Gagging Act" compelled each 
newspaper proprietor to provide four hundred pounds as a 
surety, and four other sureties each had to pay one 
hundred pounds. When one of the Chronicle's sureties 
relinquished his surety because he was being blamed by 
the paper's critics for anything that appeared in the 
paper that they didn't like 429 , the newspaper made the 
most of the story as representing a "league of honesty 
and independence against a league of injustice and 
„ 430 oppression. 
The relationship between the government and the press 
was, from its first publications, a vital part of the 
Cornwall Chronicle's argument for a free press. Freedom 
of the press, the paper's argument ran, was the check, 
cm column 1 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 17 February 1838 
429 column 4 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 27 October 1838 
cm column 3 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 19 June 1837 
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the "indispensable security" 431 that the government 
needed. "The first act of a government which tends to 
despotism is to hamper and to harass the press". CU "We 
have always considered a free press the firmest support 
of a good government" wrote the Chronicle, along with the 
hope that Governor Franklin would repeal the obnoxious 
"tax upon knowledge" . 433 
The "Tax on Knowledge" referred to the impost of a 
postage fee on top of the cost of the newspaper. This 
imposition formed part of the Cornwall Chronicle's 
argument in its case for freedom of the press since it 
considered that the tax restricted the availability of 
information. The paper asked why the Governor, as Patron 
of such organisations as the Hobart Mechanics Institute, 
the Benevolent Society, the Infant School, the Temperance 
Society and President of the Bible Society, was 
"persecuting" knowledge and not supporting it. 434 The 
Chronicle considered collecting this small amount of 
money was hardly worth the effort anyway; what the tax 
did do though, was to show the nature of the 
government. 435 
431 page 4, column 1, Cornwall Chronicle, 28 March 1835 
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The Cornwall Chronicle chose another method of getting 
across its message. A verse and woodcut were used to 
illustrate the Chronicle's view on the tax on knowledge. 
"Once enslaved farewellS/This is The Thing/That in spite 
of New Acts,/And attempts to restrain it,/By soldiers or 
tax/Will POISON the vermin that plunder the wealth/That 
lay in the house that Jack/ built." "The Thing" was a 
printing press which was illustrated. 436 The following 
year, an etching depicting a "gagging machine" which was 
blowing out various press symbols, 437 appeared as "a 
political cartoon having reference to freedom of the 
„ 438 press. 
The Cornwall Chronicle was disappointed and said so in an 
editorial comment about Franklin and his failure to 
accomplish a range of promises, including repealing the 
"gagging of the Press". 439 "Public conduct of public 
servants is a legitimate subject for discussion", the 
article continued and then questioned why there was any 
need to legislate against the press when there existed a 
legal system to check the actions of community members. 
The Cornwall Chronicle was "mortified" that Governor 
436 columns 1-3 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 13 August 1836 
See Appendix 6 
CP page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 29 July 1837 
438 C. Craig, op cit, page 124 	. 
co page 2 column 3 Cornwall Chronicle 24 June 1837 
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Franklin was going to introduce a bill to obtain sureties 
from printers and publishers, thus bringing them into 
line with their British counterparts. 440  To strengthen 
its argument, the paper reprinted a letter addressed to 
Governor George Arthur in 1827 and signed by, among 
others, Legislative Council members McLachlan and Bethune 
expressing their displeasure at the restriction of the 
press. 441  Such a ploy would remind readers that this 
was a long standing issue. Another tactic was to publish 
articles on the issue from elsewhere: for example, 
India, where a regulation for the suppression of the 
freedom of the printing press was disallowed. 442  
Goodwin's point of view was based on his perception of 
class differences. He saw the rich as being unwilling to 
permit the poor to have access to knowledge through an 
unrestricted press and therefore saw his support as 
coming from, and being directed to, the middle ground. 
"We must look to persons of moderate means, who are 
industrious, intelligent and honest - to the tradesmen 
living by their own daily exertions - to the intelligent 
and laborious mechanic, for virtue, for knowledge, real 
443 respectability and worth. „  
1837 
1837 
1836 
440 
441 
442 
443 
columns 2 & 3 page 2 	Cornwall Chronicle 1 July 
columns 2 & 3 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 29 July 
page 1 column 3 Cornwall Chronicle 29 July 1835 
columns 1-3 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 13 August 
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3.4 	"AN EXTREMELY SCURRILOUS PAPER" 
The claim by the Cornwall Chronicle, in its first 
edition, that "personality, scurrility or abuse shall 
never disgrace our Journal „444  turned out to be 
incorrect. Since Van Diemen's Land was a society in 
which "everyone ran down everyone else and the 
inhabitants were like a set of vultures preying upon each 
other" 445 the likelihood of a newspaper being described 
as "scurrilous”, or "grossly or indecently abusive" 
was high. In fact, the description could apply equally 
to other colonial newspapers. Button maintained that the 
Trifler and Literary Gleaner was "supposed to be 
humorous, but it was abominably scurrilous. „447  
A scurrilous newspaper was likely to attract libels. 
Editor Goodwin could always justify his abuse or his 
printing of the names of swindlers or those who had 
444 column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 14 February 1835 
445 	L. Robson op cit page 175 
446 The Macquarie Dictionary and Thesaurus, (Queensland, 
1991), page 360 
40 H. Button, op cit, page 101 
446 ,  
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misled others by reminding readers that the paper saw 
itself as "a humble, though zealous guardian of the 
public right. . 448  He could also make additional comment 
in the pages of the paper. Goodwin maintained that a 
lawyer, for example, was referred to as a gentleman even 
if he operated inappropriately, yet an editor may be 
taken to court for speaking the truth. 449 Similarly, 
the newspaper was critical of the situation in which a 
public servant might say that he had been libelled, and 
the defendant pronounced guilty for having published the 
truth. 450 Goodwin was further able to justify his 
scurrilous tone because of his belief that it was only 
those public servants who were guilty of misconduct who 
strongly criticised the press and "that the whole of the 
suffering population are unanimous in declaring the press 
not half severe enough in its censures. „451  
A review of Governor Franklin's first year as Governor 
provided further justification. Goodwin stated that "to 
know the abuses that are tolerated in this colony ... is 
cause enough to make the press scurrilous. „ 452 
449 column 3 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 3 October 1840 
449 page 1 column 1 Cornwall Chronicle 12 August 1837 
45o column 2 page 2 Cornwall Chronicle 2 June 1838 
451 page 1 column 1 Cornwall Chronicle 17 February 1838 
452 column 2 page 1 Cornwall Chronicle 3 March 1838 
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By way of explanation, if not justification, West's 
comments on the matter provide a suitable conclusion. 
"The press was the more licentious, because nothing else 
was free; but it raised a barrier against official 
corruption. Men of integrity were annoyed, but rarely 
injured. It intimidated the corrupt, and protected the 
oppressed. Considered in detail it was often detestable; 
but it prevented mischief more serious and lasting. " 453 
453 John West, The History of Tasmania, edited by A G L 
Shaw, Angus and Robertson, Sydney 1971 
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CONCLUSION 
An analysis of the pages of the Cornwall Chronicle 
provides a picture of Launceston within the framework of 
Van Diemen's Land. In relation to the comments of Earl 
Grey it is difficult to dispute that the newspaper 
readily acquaints the reader with "the general tone and 
temper of Colonial Society. „454  Likewise, evidence to 
support Bicheno's references to "an extremely scurrilous 
paper” which "advocates the continuance of transportation 
to this Colony" 455 can also be provided. The more 
generalised statements, such as "does not possess much 
influence amongst the more respectable classes of 
Society, but it is extensively circulated amongst the 
Licensed Victuallers, and read by many who love 
personalities" 456are less able to be substantiated since 
the terms of reference of the analysis did not include 
comparisons with other Van Diemen's Land newspapers. On 
the other hand, Bicheno's comments themselves add to our 
understanding of the analysis because they reflect a 
point of view. As for Denison's reference to the 
454 Historical Records of Australia, Series 1, Volume 
XXV, op cit, page 354 
os Tasmanian Historical Research Association Paper and 
Proceedings,Volume 3, op cit, page 88 
456 Ibid 
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character of a paper being "so entirely dependent upon 
that of its Editor",'m again, without comparisons, this 
statement is not readily justified, but it too, tells us 
something about the Governor's perception of a colonial 
newspaper and its editor. Therefore, these comments are 
relevant and pertinent since they reflect the opinions 
that existed about the Cornwall Chronicle's particular 
philosophy, specific readership and viewpoint on vital 
colonial issues. 
But while these "official" comments are a starting point 
for analysis they are an oversimplification. An analysis 
of the paper reveals a wider role for the Cornwall 
Chronicle: as a forum for the exchange of ideas, a 
source of entertainment, a disseminator of public 
information, a check on government abuses, a platform for 
the editor, a reflection of a changing community and as 
an example of a developing colonial newspaper. 
457 	Ibid 
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APPENDIX 2 
WOODCUTS: THE CORNWALL CHRONICLE 
16 April 1836 	The Sheriff's Officer 
23 April 1836 	The Sheriff Officer's Dog 
30 April 1836 	Debtor and Creditor (Gallery of 
Comicalities, No. 3) 
7 May 1836 	The Judge (Gallery of 
Comicalities, No. 4) 
14 May 1836 	The Barrister (Gallery of 
Comicalities, No. 5) 
21 May 1836 	The Briefless One (Gallery of 
Comicalities, No. 6) 
28 May 1836 	The Attorney (Gallery of 
Comicalities, No. 7) 
11 June 1836 	The Never Failing Undertaker 
18 June 1836 	The Plaintiff (Gallery of 
Comicalities, No. 9) 
signed W. G. 458 
25 June 1836 	The Defendant (Gallery of 
•Comicalities, No. 11) 
2 July 1836 	Reform 
9 July 1836 	Evening Diversions (Gallery 
of Comicalities, No. 12) 
458 	C. Craig, op cit, page 120 
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16 July 1836 
23 July 1836 
30 July 1836 
6 August 1836 
13 August 1836 
20 August 1836 
27 August 1836 
3 September 1836 
10 September 1836 
17 September 1836 
15 October 1836 
29 October 1836 
5 November 1836 
12 November 1836 
19 November 1836 
26 November 1836 
3 December 1836 
17 December 1836 
24 December 1836 
31 December 1836 
4 February 1837 
Morning Reflections (Gallery 
of Comicalities, No. 13) 
Repentance Never Comes Too Late 
(Gallery of Comicalities, No.14) 
The Physician (Gallery of 
Comicalities, No. 15) 
The Apothecary (Gallery of 
Comicalities, No. 16) 
Once Enslaved Farewell 
The Mute (Gallery of 
Comicalities, No. 17) 
One of the Twelve Tribes 
(Gallery of Comicalities, No.18) 
The Address 
untitled 
The Sentry (Gallery of 
Comicalities, No. 19) 
Scientific Advancement 
What A Shocking Bad Hat 
What A Shocking Bad Bonnet 
Irish Whiskey 
Scotch Whiskey 
Sketch of "horrible figure" 
French Brandy 
Hollands 
Domestic Misery 
A Happy New Year to You 
Going Out of Office 
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11 February 1837 	The Man Wot is Hated - Down Upon 
His Luck 
18 February 1837 	Comparisons are Odious 
25 February 1837 	A Parson's Dream 
18 March 1837 	Trying to Brave the Storm 
25 March 1837 	Teddington Anglers 
1 April 1837 	More Friends and Less Need of 
Them 
15 April 1837 	Spare the Rod and Spoil the 
Child 
29 July 1837 	untitled: signed WLG4" 
5 August 1837 	The Devil's Darning Needle 
12 August 1837 	A Desideratum 
19 August 1837 	untitled 
26 August 1837 	untitled: signed WLG46° 
9 September 1837 	untitled 
23 September 1837 	The Rivals: signed WLG461 
30 September 1837 A Prelatical Locust 
7 October 1837 	The Dandy Boy 
11 November 1837 	Presumption and No Mistake 
9 December 1837 	The Captain on Full Pay 
30 December 1837 	The Captain on Half Pay 
6 January 1838 	Table Terms 
459 	C. Craig, op cit, page 124 
460 	ibid 
461 	C. Craig, op cit, page 126 
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3 February 1838 
10 February 1838 
17 February 1838 
24 March 1838 
31 March 1838 
21 April 1838 
30 November 1839 
25 December 1841 
The Errand Boy: signed WLG 462 
Mother's Dear Boy 
Mother Church 
untitled 
untitled 
Mr. John Jackson 
The Swindler James Abbott 
A Liberal Proposition 
462 	ibid 
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It is hereby notified to the under-mentioned 
individuals, that it Is the Lieuteoant•Gr,,r. 
nor's intention to receitionetnd that they should 
be granted Tickets-of-Lea•e for meritorious 
conduct io a ppre hending  hushrangers 
Wagland, :tuna 1; George Door, Lord tyn• 
duct B. 
Notiee is hereby given. tint all roma ct 
Application issued on account of the Consiet 
Department for "Tickets-of-1Am," site in 
haute to be ch•rted 1. 01 at the rate et Two 
Nbillino and Sispenec earls Form, 01311 th 
presreeda Arent/sited for in the usual manner. 
Conditional Pardons :-Willi•ro Thorp., 
Enchantress.; Jrweph Gutty. Y1•13, es Eli• 
IOU( ; Iluttoh,i.nto Gaggern. Lotd 1Vm. the 
tittok ; (:corgc Abel, Colonial eon 
James Alesand.r, Itichissond; John Aylet 
Argyle; Itobess Ilryan, Ardent ; Aun Ilattlet 
Arne/ha ; Ann. Barnes. Majestic ; 'Chons 
Iltn•ne, 	; Jaynes Chedle, Earl 
N•incent ; Ewes, Cousins, Aral ; George Da; 
Nirrn ; r:hatler Iheser•II, 	 ; 
Guarlby, Lady I astlere•gb ; M•sianne Gal 
Ilindiat•n ; G•sid Gordon, Surrey 1; „les 
11 $ 1 "14, fli C•ledorii• 7; Metih• 1101, (..;i1 
Rendereoa ; 	Hudson, 	; Sar 
11 	 ; Jame. Ifor•en, y.' 
Thomas Jr.nes, 1,rd 11. Iler.linr 
Jones, York ; tSnlluo,r, King, ?slaty ; Jae 
Knot, John Patty ; Stephen Lawrence, 
Gself,ry 1Vetater ; John Junes Enc... COI 
elan ; fttar y 61artin. Gilbert Henderson; / 
w•r i l Peters, Elphinstune 	liarni, I l',ggi 
Jupiter ; Jan,' lhur,r y. Esopesut A ler•nd 
Ale land., 13nr •rri,n, 	ti;t (1.•tIss 
James Wry ten, Many, 
Lady krtin•sasy ; .1ohn Whitehall, Encl 
Oros ; Willi•m Ward, f21,Linstoor ; 
W•llser. K. 5. Forte.; Richard irdlia 
Earl St. VInetnt; Ilarriett 	Ed.,. 
Hobert Ye•rdley, Coed Lynds.ch ; 
Ile1nn1 ,1, NoTfolk; 0.6,1 !frame. haat, 
5. Fo:le.o. 
It is hciell notiicil to the 4,14(1-1Fal 0131 
iltrli•i11310. abet the Licuten•nt•G•sctoor I 
been pleased to Kra rtt her tine indolger.ce • 
•rickct •of. Le a Ve, foe her geed cooduct urnrr 
dering assistance during the illness of ...en, 
of lie/ Ittnalrr • • r•lniir cut the Fisk 	hcf 0 
toflet 'ru rith !pre general eorreet be 
'iots, in the colony Barrett, Mel 
tough. 
A leolute Vardons :-Grosgt Iteedliam. 
Vt . te. Moline k ; Tborroas M•Don•Id. Gut 
folds; 1/•tlicl Esher. Argyle; ■ Villi•ot 
hitrini, In ince Regent ; John tt•irett. Atin 
Jame. Hates. Lord William Itentiock ; Jr 
Csmk, Elirabeth; John Harris ditt• ; Jae 
Rankine, Mile.; Raymond Ile 
Asia a; Naac Swift, lAliton; Stephen Si 
li•nte, Clyde. 
The undes.mentioned prisoners bare I, 
deprived of their Tickets-d-Le•re for a 
conduct - Stephen Ash:nan, John Bar 
Thonnil Mullosvney, M•itland ; Samuel Mn 
day, Atmor•b A Pilot ; John Ih•it, Augt 
Jessie; William Itichatdseu,.Matratt 2. 
• — 
Tickets-of-Leave Rebecca Bore hi m , 
rarity° ; Catherine 61•Manus, ditto; .13 
Madden. Mare Anal .tellea Sbackletov, 
EX L,F LO UI STA y- 
WSW& MO5S &NATRAN 
I. I.:SPEC ITI:1.1.1" intouate the reception of their FIRST WINTER SHIPMENT, 
	
cc.rtIIii.iun, 	tt tirdo.tially large and splendid satiety 	- 
( :" 1 " ed  ren`lierree•. 'Metirin•, Lynn* Clnth. l'arisian•, Fancy Stripes, real Chuesne, 
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11 
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Eft/1111-d 
1.1; 
!Itch der 
t Writh.g-1. 
114•11111. 
tr•f. 
ituf.•1. 
I'mn 	 
' 	C••1 sls or If 
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C h.rTP, Si. . 1 
S 
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3 Sy tiogf',417 , 
A mini,' tnu 
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, 	A. 1'..1die 
A I 'M .11 
h 11.-snn 
t:e;i11:•114.1t..• 
int,. %Veldt , 
Ii 
Captain Hoyt! 
.1•tor• 
w 
[tater', 
daquusa5113,frito..a.Pal lell•ttadaMraa-0.0eL'oredis.i.4 Wail:, bi-; reiltninatioWantlia!above -,.all, :' they must 
consider the 'cue ut the outset without any 
'ellitirtied feeling. Ele would admit, that in any co. 
dei4d looy like this It would be difficult to do ea. 
laetitionjo Rumour ind tittle tattltimproper josh. 
Lei:after. It .11 ca qua pa thytko d _ excitAne ti w be. • 
hat young half of an unprotected fitnaleo were min. 
in "The glad together. There was no doubt fiat 
scandal was fearfully abroad in the colons, — 
that it was In diaeaud•state-:--so much 
so, that if It were oot put down it rota 
sit be worth living in. The trial, and some - 
ii- ionneoted with it, thus inflated by 
rumour, bad been matter of remark by 
the press, and everything which cur. 
rounded the jury was calculated to excite 
their feelings before they came into the 
Court. During the trial. able counsel, in 
Justice to-their clients and the public, put 
the cas: of either party in the .strongest 
light to excite their. passinns end to warp 
their Judgement., and perhaps the only 
one whose duty it was to place before them 
the truth, and to - endeavour to get rid of 
the whole, was himself. (litre !lie Honor 
pointed out to the jury, in an address 
which we bare seldom heard equalled, the 
distinctions in the law of slander and (ee. 
timsny relevant to the declaration and to 
the issue. We regret that want of space 
compels us to omit a charge so eloquent, 
so unimpassioned, and en instructive.) 
The J ury retired, and in about an hour's 
Lime returned to ask His Honor whether 
they .could..Bod a general verdict for the 
plaintiff upon the whole declaration? 1 1 is 
. H000r_ed.riiad _them_ not ..lo_do_to.. aim 
the event of one count being defective, the 
Whole would be set aside. 'rhe jury then 
retired, and in about an hour afterwards 
returned into Court, and found the 
1St count, which the plaintiff's counsel Lucas want. 	had abandoned, for the deftindant 
• .r.b. ab le 	2nd ditto for plaintiff, damages 1200 
ice is in no 3rd ditto for plaintiff, damages .C250 . 
at his pre- 	4th ditto (likewise abandoned,) for de• 
,ere step in fendant 
tycr, be La 	51I, ditto for plauut.sff, damages .00o that letter 	Gth ditto tor plt1 ET, damages L2(.0 ny 01 one 7th ditto for pl 	tiff, damages 4200 implicated. 	sth ditto for plaintiff, damages L'-'0(1. 
"era'. and 	The Jury added, that the plaintiff dud 
not write the letter, and that no special 
damages had been woe/J. 
. There was a general murmur iif prro. 
baticin outside the liar, and 111. If.iir,r 
observed, that if he know whi) they were 
he would commit them to prison. 
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t'llOM THE HOBART TOWN Giara-Tr.. 
The Lituten•nt.Go•ernor los, been pleased 
to an...dot Mr. Thomas I Iuj I Wi1kon in IT 
Post-master at Carsick, in the room of Mr. 
J. IL Jones, resiguall. 
'klve pee iodo for which the uoder•trie o ioned 
persons were transported expiring at the date 
placed alter their respective names, Gut ificates 
of their Freedom 01•y bt OA 'tined then, or at 
any subsequent lecticel, upon application at the 
Office of the Comptioller.Gentral of Consirts, 
Hobart Town, or at that of a Police Nlagisttate 
in the interior 
Arzyle.-Jogeph Ildston, Sill July. Hitt ; 
Stephen B•111. 29th ditto; James Ikrey, 24th 
ditto; Willi•nt Chapman, 12th ditto ; !Viso:off 
Roloo.on. 13th ditto ;' William Watt,. 12th 
ditto. 
.4aguaa Jr,sie.-Sacauel Buttery, 1!.th 
July ; 	Franks, Oct dittra 
.4uroro.-Da 	Jones, 2rd July.. 
Aria 4.-Tbornas Jones, "nd July ; John 
Wilson.lst ditto. 
William toeke•IN 	 Wafico.-- 
11coiy B•ker, 12lh 
• /bat oforter.-Thomas Couhirn, . rma aurely to as Boadice3.--Jobn•Tiernee. It 
Coromandel 2. - ThOnow Chapman. 21d 
July ; James Hernia, 19th ditto; hs. Lures. 
14th ditto; James Powell. Gib ditto. 
Ciydg.-Wna. Green, 19th July. 
Coale Foram-Patrick /Iughes, 2Ist July. 
Cirrossion.-Thomas Lewis. 13th July. 
Frances CAarfotte.-Jemes Walton, 20th 
July. 
Gifrnort.-Ceorge Kemp, 1 1th July. 
Henry l'orrher.-Wm. Munn, 4th July. 
Jael•-7.William Desks, 20th July; Chas. 
Hemmen, 8th ditto; George Lovett. 291h 
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That, 10th Mita . TA..... Wall. 11711, .-1‘tiot 
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 Itillinita141,2841tAlieoll:Jar 
. CAarks fo'rises.,-George Ca .rdiair .; 
19th July. 
SootrrItn. 4. • /Ugrian Fralson.—Tbonces 
bisenntle. 6th July.- 
— 'WU/fern - Cirri 	 Solution', 
8th July. 	. 	. 	, 
York.-Itiehard Steptiallth July. 
W011ga - America-Bridget Nieman, 14th July; 
Sarah Mills, 29th ditto; Ann Saunders, Httli 
ditto. 
4ttrith.-1Mary Aran banned, ilrd July; 
Hannah Bract, 16th ditto; Judith libCol. 
8,d ditt o;  Ann Ellis, 1st ditto; Mary MSc, 
4th ditto; Mary Lynch, lled ditto; Cheistian 
Myles, or MC•uso, 16th ditto; Eliza Its,. 
lies, 17tb ditto; Ernes. Smith, gret ditto; 
Sarah Tbumpsoo, aril ditto; Illann•h White, 
26th ditto; Martha Whitiog.Cstb ditto; DS. 
aatctb Williamson , 1rd ditto; Mary NVilerns, 
20th ditto. • 
Erivord.-Ano Afackenns, hth July. 
Netrirovr.--blargarch Dealey, 7111 July ; 
Jane P6ppleton, 7th ditto. 
Itioutitue.-Ana Deerstwry, 6111 July; A311 
Turton. 6th ditto ; J•no W,laoo, Gth ditto. 
1st July; Mary Par. 
kcr, 9th ditto. 
— 	
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To Eluilder•,  and the Public In general 
• rriho \a 	ING hroa to infortn 
tlie Eilil•Ier.'and line finlike tr, g en e r,,; 
of lAtiorr‘tort otol ins 	that Inc lin• 
) 	 i.f inAetiiii. on Itali 'd  
to make Andt.w. Ande. 
1:,/•••■“1 Ii,..' 
A 
; A 'F...end 
All.. (A•oc.) 
„looms 	rt0”911. 
, John Goillan 
fl a oiel Sound; 
John Kiyoshi N oT C I. 
Iviing In proce7d 
I! 'Ini At an early period. and 
"•t•reandy e.il. iinon all tbo.,, 
iir•It kir,' 140 1,, by tenth ill lite or Odor r• 
•, ;•r, 	to to iile the “.itie 1111 it 
il..y of Jul1 e 	 tt, 	,,l,irl, time all 
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our 	- 
Tlionxtt.t. 
..:tag I 	 1 
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/1•1• • kr•I ■ lt•/: X 1- (•••litit•. rr111111Ctlf•U (Wert 
1 , ,,,olenee, and law ....tins - , fiir 011y ver•ons 
.ticl• •et ic••,ort sneileride tering 
1..1 f 	 hating hail ..teal year ,. Cnt 	 nh 
• 0prrtefiCe. 	lie fl..tter• luntclf lust lie 	‘V ,1 '. 1 .a...C..•1 
e l 'ir 	li .esc ferry aati•faction to illi• 
ilin.e who may Inc plea•ed to favour Lim "r"ticr 11.'4 
‘tio,•ellisses with their commands. 
F. M. Smirti, 	C 7t.  c"".1.6'.1 
At Mr. Ilon.or'e, carrier of George ari .t1 by 
•143./1. IlAtc1 
,
411 
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i thl,e (r'e";.;u 
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nl for 
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North Americ a n Reviiie 
UnInnial Magazine 
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sl u
t t iilt t"." dti izn 
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• 1.0 I) ()N !MUSE, if 
I 
wishes. We appeal to our reader's... common 
sense, arid to the future history of Van Dieriten's 
Laud for the correctness of these views; and we 
conclude our remarks with 'the cobviction that 
acting on the principles we have enunciated, and 
carrying out the views we profess the CORNWALL 
CHRONICLE cannot fail to secure for the future ; 
that support and - patronage which has for so 
ninny years been accorded to it,ns a IfEntsma OP 
Potrrics, COMMERCIAL AND NAVAL MEndilAti-
DIZE, AGIDDULTURK, EDUCATION. BIOCIICAPLIT. 
SCIENCU, AND GENERAL LITERATURE. 
THE OFFICE OF CORONER. 
AN application of the power of the Coroner, 
which Las been recently made in the City of 
London, by Mr. NV. Payne, bits excited public 
attention and approval. The Coroner's'Inqu.est is 
HI anifestly one of the most useful and cominon-
sense Institutions among the many that the peo-
ple of the British Empire possess. IJndoubtpdly 
like all others, it is liable to abuse, but it is one 
of those off-shoots of the BritishConstitution that 
iti jealously watched, and is always likely to be 
kept pretty pure and vigorous inks mie"efitiOri.bY 
the sensitiveness of the people. At once an an-
(Tient Institution, it has not escaped the reform-
ing innovations of time and in its present.con 
Slittili0H,.SCCIOS to be admirably adapted to the 
purposes for which it was intended. With Ju-
ries of sensible and intelligent house-keepers, 
presided over')))- gentlemen of respects' ility and 
talent, the Coroner's Inquest is likely long to 
maintain a place in the affections and 'good 
wishes of an English community. Of late years 
the Inquest has been mainly confined to the en-
quiry info causes of death, but aceordiiig totlie 
learned 5cialcuicrt to whom we have referred, it 
w as anciently the. practice to enquire -likewise 
into all bur,,,ings that took place w ithin the dis-
trict ; and considering, the great number or cases 
of Arson, that constantly occur, we wonder that 
Mr. Payne should be the first to conceive the 
idea of reviving the custom. The extensive fire 
that took place in Alderinanbury, at which so 
much damage was done,. was the subject of en- . 
quiry,oa the occasion in question. A Jury was 
empannelled, and we furnish from an English-
journal the observations addressed to them by 
the Coroncr, at the commencement of the pro-
ceedings:— • 
"The Coroner on taking his seat. said, 110 would 
take the liberty of.stating, as the present was rather. 
a nnrel procceiling.why . lie hail called them together. 
Latterly din number oi fires in London .hud greatly 
increased, and when they took into consideration 
that nuthhig was an fearful as fire, they would be of 
opinion with hint, that when they hod the powet to 
enquire into the causes of such fires nothing could be 
1144 41, 	rst 
(twrifit.,t4sktio.‘.asii) 	_Ns 
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employed, than in the hivestigation . of truth, and 
the exposure of error " Who emilhats virtue's 
foe, is. virtue's friend, - and Iyhett arguments are 
fairly and honestly conducted, the Calle:e of truth 
40 lifiely to be promoted thereby. 'fliere luny be 
too many " invincible docors" who never will be 
vanquished ill it dispute ; but sooner or later, 
s° i'lnl el.):).! fit::: gentlemn 
e's fallacies and errors, 
w de apparent to tho dullest comprehen- 
sion. 
'The greatest good of the greatest it 	is 
ever the object we propose to ourselves, as the 
acme ot our desires ; assured dint in promoting 
the general w en l, N y e lire n t ivaneing individual 
happiness. Some writers .scent tilways to move 
pro Pen/o, and forget that every question has 
two sides : truth is not to be advanced by the 
euphonious rhetorical flourishes °idlest: NrOrllileS, 
1.11.11 the feelings of wen 119 Well rIS their prolessi- 
TIIE NEW YEAH. 	 ons—the substance of benevolence, and not mere 
ot; ite..% r. 	
%vordy wnria .re, shou Id, be enlisted 	the cause of 
philanthropy and pa triotisio.(!) and an inflexible 
Pitavneits arc often suspicious productions.; few determination ta ['cock Mir town find colony, 
general readers wait to peruse them. Even the prompt our exertions, titikl influence our whole 
introduction to a good book is sometimes skipped spirit. 
over in the eagerness to come ut the pith and 	While pursuing t his principle,•we are aware 
marrow of the titory ; lind then the impatient that it :S necessary to study what will profit, not 
reader loses one halt the enter tainment•he seeks a lways what will please, for 
fur.. If we seldom trouble our readers with pre- 	" 	II the t,! 	e, picnic, the Colonial thronk 
iltralory epistles, we - need no apology for the 
. 
ontit:sion ; but the commencement .or the sr.w 	
And far be it front its to betray our editorial  
1E1;111 may be thought a iitting',.;:easion t o  1,..,ratily trust—by seeking t 
(10 amuse and entertain, at the 
• .1 	I • • 	 h ititd principle. 	Yet it has been a pm:bout tor a little quiet inutosopuisiag, and expense of truth  
we ask the usual indulgence of our friends to 
an dtrill continue to be, our. aim to render this 
'' hear us out 	 Journal so mistx:hatieous in its contents, and so 
o W e h o pe that our exertions to benefit an 	" 	
in its lon d ','I g 	 and spirit, as to realize the 
s . timuse the poblic (hiring the past Year have met .enntnent of Burns  
" Nly,.rnirth nit god. 1:131,tir, urn coin in my pouch." 
A•g,to th e fu t ure , w e intend to use our hest en-
deavours to render the Chronicle gett&iilly tie• 
eeptahle. Neither labor nor expense Will be 
spared in carrying out our design. Our princi- 
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" . .,,v- , ...,..;:,,,,,....1 , `..i.,:.;7 :Ti.,..,,,,is,..,;; , 
y
. .1 wirer. A LwANAC," for the present i ,-,_.. , i,_,„ diiiititha , 1:2.,41, ;.±.:t........,?i,...„.",,,,...,.. 	..L... ..., 
t.i. 
On the'Ind day of December next, will and•joiner 	 _ 
at Government House.. Holan .._Tear-
thu tweet 7-ratiiidni of JU1Y -.enc 
sand .eight hundred and thirty-air. 
G EORG E A luau ft. 
-Lieutenant Gorcetke. 
By His Earelleticy's Cortmand, 
J OD N M ONTAG 
- - -We-art ne.t fr, mad as. in taped tit the Le-enl. 
.Gosennoent will permit any °mot -noiry to slap. 
whereto its cofers rhos hMeorkied. The greater 
:mount el the hardearocd substance of the tccus-
trious Can fili:h.frtiti them. tl-,e 1-0C, C 
ample will be its meass to satisfy t be rarawitT of the 
Tsz.aarals-_r.either do we wonder; that 
- dt*c2,2c cattl*c"e 	. -t-raiirt4pensea"ait 	7BZ-11.,..u-L.iilits 
qtfict kind of persona. .re--and isri-Ainelieed tr 
. quarrel, so. long as his eating aod drinking ?mien-
tit.im'are gratified, ae do wonder. end not a 
little-wonder, that a commutRy of intelligent En-
glishmen being fully sensible that Kaosstaree ---it 
- its2.4.1.21.7t5.2diwen,inatioTan 
to theieneral interests of Ile 
- tMae persons, who liye upon the industry of tee 
people-should tamely sulwait to ha ,i the springs of 
..koowledge Copped. sad the only means :berets cLIL. 
troy ed.thafram be a check upon artitrary and un- 
constitutional power... Our Leell Leg5.daturs.1"1 - 
Cref, deficient in what are should dec.-tithe essentials 
to form the character of statesmen. are wise ent'ur.h 
to know, that the "rec.it Cittclual Mean-.they twit 
..dina- -1: the. restless. disposition of thy 
mengcomumJ .is, Co" ki-eftbeiii -inignocaoce 7 
,Ierartrettrng 10-ch-uaturrrr.:,Aid l.b(1 
_.irop?w a Tax epee tbspernidicat press dare Cotooy. 
The grand object. of our paternal Gosernoreat in 
Laying restrictions trpoe the's:team of Coe •ey ing infot 
• motion te the people, is to prevent theta from know - 
sag-why se many thousands oleo:ens annually P." 
drawn from them, under the naroe of •Tasatiofl. 
and the purposes to which it is applied. Ws 
ofer ifew_teraarki opera this subject, to our reatIcrs. 
ortich tre:truct.seill Opt tens. eft 	la g. 	• 
C"con: y":" till' poor;17, rn..likeThe-,terrasso-tatirate 
rtn_thencrur rearm of the present time, are mmpelletl 
feileitn .or'a nt -of Tiirsi.W-steps in and sayi 
li te. the ac..yr- man, 	You shall - not hear o 	nt f. or lea 
i these eseri to. unless you pay a curia above your mean:, 
It is trr.e you ought to le instructed-at - t is true-you 
; wish tote sc.-that you thirst after knowledge-and 
I that could yt.su attain it, you would be both better . . rin.d hsp-oier.L-tait 	thls,'nothsiithitan&g, I con- 
00C11.11 !(.7 	igreorance. tees:use the riet'Aho have 
i•-mnde 	(t hat •i7. the law) -raa ran Pans tapers. 
pr rec mop-Ur_ What do they care_ for your how of I pleasant emcee ation- ....of nohle_and inspiring ideas and feelings ? The•. the rich, TRILKItICA TOC 
I al-AO—they - dre;ut the magnanimous spirit wilch 
I knowledce create -IL ; and they would rather see .you. I ignorant..., retched, and onresnasr.tlurn instructed.happy, and blessed with a generous taneras...n. soce." 
Such it. in fart, the language of the rich . man's 
law,-stochr is the Isoguage of that law which the 
I Goverhorrit, as rac HT TISCHRZATtiOr TILX`rtorLe, 
e  . 	• 'h.... 	_ 	 - 
• . 	.11/*724" - . ••• - 	Wre, 
4%e4 09 
- 	: - "\••=-17.'7.) 'LS" • 
-VrIsE:5 
to: Pts.00.10;keavy 
, 
t siffeir.tanikkeitif!10:slie:ItWat 
.4t2:41.1, 7k7iii3O1:11a1e;l:.-1164 
01:degit3ätTotli:-. liteedfid 
_ 
13,-The-akie arp Sold Retail al all _ 	. 	• n egar:-4,.: 	_  . 	the prteelliat ztoret. 
LeUmeeatnrs, Aug. 30, 1836. WI 	4 white._ 
7'17;7 
lei;'siiikit - 
::e4-:curty; and 
•••1747t,( 14,-7. 
Itt,f1; 0114 
...... Su Pri.PW. -4, omee 
.1836. 
OTICEin hereby gireo. that a ,Seasion or Oyer 
I 	and Terminer and General Gaol Delivery of 
e , SUprenne Court of fan Diemen's Land, will be 
th . Cse____?____Uttlhottsevlasuneeston, on Monday, 
.:t103. 1Stlidstflotf tieh'cliek 1n - the 
1_ ,■■••wi'i:Ilditi.E.-Iiii_21bkicate_a-00101 at Lau' 
' 
, .TWENTY . SOVEREIGNS. 
OR •:TICKE-ralLEAVE; 
-R-T.,--_C.UNDLTION4L • - PARDON.. •_ 	• 
:113:alkinthe, Hobart 7.0101ti 48/h Ali, 1836. 
-.-NATIIER.EAS,.one_ Jessie Ives, _who cohabited 
•t6th Richard Manning at Kitty."63cm, in 
the District of _14.;ew Norfolk, toss been missing from 
6C, place of rvn.,dcnce I4tice the - evening Of the 22a4 
- olidny last, and there are stroll., reasons to suspect 
that th so ishiessie Ives . hat. bee% murdered,Ishis 
Is 	to 1;1 c noicc, tbaIl issz-frsulli-o-riinc-d-h-y- 
leOcyttIte44esstenent ge,scrinar, to offer a reward of 
Twenty Sovareigns to any free. -person who may slit-
- cover the - body of the said .Jessie Ives--amd should 
..itteit sultrieo be performed by a prisoner of the Crown, 
he a ill be recommended ti his Majesty"' mcicy fur . 
71,--zakretldfarnive__:or -if-holding that indulgence 
_ e t e M owing r ic ei, w •c 
9;00A/ea 4ith-trelf le-be matiufactured en-
. 
 
I7rt1yr frm kmeiletio. Tobacco- of the 
:-"fitlitaCquislity and_fiavor. 
• ;,,ZEbottfwalf Vrictd : 
	
Outg 	 
-13 114r1 Eye  	6c1._ 
. 	bd. 
_ 	 Od. 
Jo packages of quarter lb. and one lb. 
each, 
---Thte87--MOnths -.credit..or Id. per lb. 
- FROM THE- GAZETTE. 
Jutr 29, 1836. 
IMMLY. informs the Public, 
• ` 	
for Sale by 
a1175414brfk 	116.1.74 71UPXUTCYarst--atieet.r- 
riLui 	. 
y3,t1,45-11 -11Vii est -Rail,' oi tc• • ' 
,c; 	D AttwO n.  
adorn. 
is proposed, however, that no sach Preet 
motion shall be in force for any period cremes 
to months--and that the Law itself shall COEti. in force for two years only. - 
By His Excellency's Command, 
 JOHN -  MONTAGU: 
By His Excellency Colonel George Anil, 
-Liciltersatit-Gorernor of . the Island 
Van Dieructii Land-and its Nen 
A PROCLAMATION. 
W-  9th July instant, sotrtuled -• An .tet ts IIEREAS an Act of Council, pasted so • 
side farther for the-Institution of Courts of Reinesa 
and to extend the Jurisdiction of such Courts.," re 
by me, in accordance with the provisions of the _ 
Ciao. 4, C. 83, transmitted to the Supreme Court 
Van Diemen's Land, to be therein enrolled and ;- 
corded ; and whereas the Chief Justice of the 
Supreme Court, has transmitted to roe the 
nant Governor aforesaid, a representation, that Li 
said Act is repugnant to the Law of England. 
Attie said Lieutenant Governor; do hereta 
•the operation of the same, until it shall brought before me, together with the martet. 
air-maid, under the review of the legislat,. 
Council 	 - 
Giten under my Hand and- Seal at A: 
- Irvin PkrIpt4. 
•-I-- A. StAna-LonefOrd 
:Frosts Snake Ranks. 
•.1 C. S: Kent, Longford 
• TRANSFERS'. 
11--tics, Launceston, 109 Janet Cr.'rr 
Prince f.copold, from J. A. *Dcohom, Loam-Tenn. 
Antbottv Cottrell, Launceston, 701 J. Gru -a.l! 
Persian, Irmo George Goveat_ 
Giir -,- IStunceaton,' 764 James 
_belLa._from _Charles. 111.1.:er, New Norfolk. 
: W. 11..- Pugh, I:stones:mom -183 Au. 
-from R. It. Mackay, Cleggin.-- • •••••-•-•-• 	• • 
....AI. ti re above men be not reriroved within a fCt 
$012101C time, they will be emanigned. 
Joint GREGORY, AI. FORIITV.R, J. SPODI, 
• _Composing the .Liesard . of . 
GOVF.RNMENT NOTICE. . 
Colonial Secretary's Office, 
July 28, las& 
MILS Eicilleney the- Lieutenant (taverner 
been pleased to direct-the following boot,- 
the general.objecta.of4 proposed Act, about to 
laid before the Legislative Cssatackintitsdet 
AeCto enable-the Goversuneetr for-a Inisittat ' ' •:-• - to -remedy Deficiencies in the Cirritiation, by trek; 
Treantrx liws  ji Legal Tender," to be. 
7.1ZnelYrfa,. 1111.1-drang, 
k proposed sky ih6 Act, to copier oath ' 
-tarsal Gerverair the power, by Proclamation 
h for,„_obit_ 
t e officer at the head oft. Commusartat 
meat in- Van Diemen', Land, upon the Lords 
sioners. of His Majesty's Treasury, a 
tender 
.ABORIGINES' 
Commissariat- Office, 
- 	 - 	Ilobrart TO4411, July 
frENDt-ItS,with samples, to supply the tray 
mentioned Provisions. de. will be remised 
Office of t.e B oar d of 4waaea. 
July 17, 15.14 
T 1ST of Anignments and Transfers granted 
Ifoard 
1.1-ont P. W. Launerrfrr.. 
.2 IL S. Ilute_linson, Launceston 
'John Cook,_Launocaton 
_ 
ONCE'  SLAVED PA FtE WELL 
'"..N .Vetilitiiiesselt-i -i".ath.ti.iii, h'e'cifOricil tcletti°1343127 Lai*.  
Wakes' of teweetsseeit, - stA14
th 
iiiider .thefi" 
' Ir:  sleirtirylartinf' 
"Casm i 
a tic" crb° t'Als'Y l'aftlii.er.ori it..1?..4, beei::c4!eirig04:_e? . - - 
tisiek: "We denTite n, awl ttat-eow az",--thOrint- • - • : 4'044 ' 
on drawn from it. TheTehiataitimaytkink, and 
well as active part kl Politica.. 7.We danot 	ictiritaal 	. ,hhkr 
by this that,the coechaaisis to own legiskatar,though, • Is such e map an thlf 
we conceive hint eu hiittee fitted for the task than the igleraiti"and ittnelfeeEkierti si_• 
the idle, ignot.moL. estratstfatit. detwaradisod, blue,. man for the public limit to: 
and selfemastrtuted legishatiork thne-hisms--tiut-: tee' 	tirr4tiiierif-ArthiXiiisTa .4.-CesTern 
often hoed our rulers. But we sock 	 witnessed the -appOintment: Of 'serf 
an ierstructed and manful wit nest . of the legislators` ignorant nteit to the priciAti-e..tz &aid' lAeenc 
prounedingi; to -give hiss, in the - last resort, -La: pop plartasstlie- writer of=the tetTer-idr 
trol over the legnlators' conduct. and;_hij- 
• 	
. 
render him truly capable of appreciating- : it-appro- muniing_ieligton..f2 3bescolred.at;:ft -..8 2 
Ting where thniagistator .is7right-jslasning_gthete_.perind_titint.t4140.ihir in (lie 
he is wrong.. This -is what we seek, and because we bringing • the Acti_orLisur_Lciaviar -c.a• emosent' 
seek this. • CI y will to raised against us. ..For this into fuither .minteraPtind 
we shall he called lovers of anarchy and confusion. 	Tbehe suttiverf feiv-resPeetablM:andf_ 
Vl'e do indeed seek to destroy --but what? _Not that `men who his_ve.aignecl the addresis .; -• What tniitIi.W.; 
whkh is good; but that which is beurt. -r- Convinced :think of 
of thee its of aratO-cratic domination we wish she when they tend his fetter ; it in .tisVattake_tb:eri . 
mocracy to raise her froicafid -to- frighten-dower-tire---theLbowethelleTicioo-e-ta--titeie. 
corruie drawn of a corrupt aristocrscy: . But how dress tit the Governor ; it must make tbcea. 
do wc a Teel to do thel.By Making the people - Streit of thernielies far etterntking to bolateF 
in knowledge-y' teaciaing theas--wherei and bow ministration, Which is universally cried. down1 and 
the erils %Or ich . orwr _beset usare generated and noir.= which Erni brought ruin and diatiesi CO the door of 
rished. e.m1 by making ft . imponsibk fos the seristo-- tune tenth, of the Inhabitants of this thie.c1oay, 
crati to .  retain their ntischie your dontinionf bctatme Mid divided SoCiety;Lktgrig the • &tit& egibist..this 
the tropic, -  one mem abalidesnandthat_they_re,.. son. and t be .YOrt_Oitsifnit'theraslhr. - . 	,• • • 
I inqui-sh . it. If confusion should follow this reason- * ---Vreanisy new be loirkitii bfeieifiirs 
s hie and just -demand:- cm whose-beed-ought-t he- Governor ;and-I-trust the Vase-.ii not far diits
▪ 
:ist,'•• 
consequences to be ? When the discovered robber When we shall. }n..  airs, as • different•. front 
fights and creates disturbance, is the fault in the Arthur as daylight isicfrom - darkiteaa„ a Gentlesilsili-Of 
tiiirLoraintichcr traz rItazarerrd:hiss-Mf- the-owner- 	 pcus'aplaa, on  
a the property be silent, and pursue not-there will and be semi by h is  act will 1e to 
be quiet indced_bot there will. not: therefore, be throw-the _ Impounding _Lati.:::0;:rinl' -:. (1‘e' 
safety and confidence. The bootie man still tremble *uta lands • open - to-theinihilstliricritiste_4?-;_.-err, 
and be afraid, ..1146 the depredator_arill_walk.at _Waal elture_he_l_i 
highwoy in safety. SiSch7i1-tbe-quirrerf-despatierm.-..-siat 	
. 	. 	_ 	_ 
eveaution that may- follow the discovery made' -public, will make good roads, 'and 
by the No*. that this . despotism is an evil that where they areso.eriuchresitillid.411OW-iltenkoeifsge 
ought to Cr1Lit: as the . noise' and tonftainn made by true religion.; aid set his face isgainsf[thit;casit"titsV 
the robber, who is 'doll while itluadering; con-. hypocrisy which -has beesi'diasensintited.(!a;o4isk0:i . 
&timed to restitution. and driaan with ignominy parts . of the Island; vihri . iiill -faeilifitt' 
from. the sooiati. -which be disgraced. 	7 in-. 	ersconragethe 0:46,0- gritnwit 
jar-ed. - - 	tkat 
ft is • favorite motto with the English, that the to which it hits been.broug'hi fiy the Mistaglis : 
rich are the meat intelligent and malt PaPeetable Or Of his fireditiessoe. 
the community, and that, therefore, means thould 	 . 
be devised by law, of throwing the ruling power 	Leiuneesten. Augush . :I. 
into their hands. This- coclnuskitOuppostng-only • 	. -• 
for a' mesuent_t_ha_ assertion that_ the...rick 
aswat, iro..1s; gaar a we utter It ens.- 	 Liftsfitrre-r.F-Itigfb1-1  
It --iteTIC. E-1,e woe and good, they swat, without 	any 
•pecsal aid froth the law,be placed by the . peopie To rnas =nava or •-az utrzcaltsox arortartsztt.-;. 
willingly in PlaCes °Cit .:Wier 	 if ther 	 s' ..A 	• Jui—irdW6-.;-!: 
• rent trite and hottest. it it 7...Absolutely. iecSes4LFY. 
- 	
"aa_y cece7 . ctia 	• 
(kat they be "et udea 	 Reportof the Conim-rttee701 the Legis alive 	lacirg 
tak7tintgheorti 	ine dv ei,r;daiti ii*.wucattrewh-hPmvistrindwii-uc.eitt , inrebt. 	the .tO., 	torTe-hrou. 	ght . forWard. h 
ante, a.thoug. they have not done scrwit- any_ __.„ •is -there far the rkh . biSitlisiiillielpialitiee Which are _at e other gentlemen on . whom they called :,..for esta:: thus supposed to adhege in their 'era astute ? If 
they. are to hsre . p_owes and dir•dtly without . Lobar, 	h _ L 	• ktisainidaii ir-ja 
"they WUI lie-Centent-To-briKt ol•dt-dat V'TLIKLYEls . ..", ;_ , lf, on. ther.ther hind, the 	left.-- thetW to whatbut u thP..ComepOtte 
we call legitimate ineuebee,-*OWY 'would labor to Pur ;-` 5Y- ••° 
earn the confidence and 	-Ott their felloor:citk 	
, _ 	
e6e:: 
zens, by attaining suiseeloa- intelligence. and eVin:".. r°r'cleis••• Wtst;w •••• 1 e- 	fit" you  t ring superior worth. ' At preSiot,.ftecti_thtiftinse_of.. hiehrett•u 	e  
all  our institations, 
ocbcti:e. a.inedtpooreyt h arlieyr , taeobtstasenamt hcogennretai,t1ryti.y; bisaretkivbfare.totni,...70*.017.0reas.. ..its .tho 
wnliln"X hold .i.':iiiaito—po- '13;;alit,tbe':::B1(-':Ifiaf3i'a.;... 
The very rich god. tio—ne.44-destitirte 
'reit Tee Thing - 
That in saite or new Arti, 
And. .1 terl7r0 to rI.s.trSo- 
117 	or Tax,. 
-Will rotwor tie •errnin 	 ti-ce wraith, 
' 	That lay in :i..e heave tint _1 m:h. hoilt. 
• 
4-7./*1114L 
••••".,., -1;. , .r11,;::: , •,1 
_ 	, ••Jr 
i!*PiFt/ 
cr St•te_They knew. secondly. that, by 
ircesin,..-; tine st amp duty ti -pon..-- Sifeh - pet,lii-StiC;ae .,:the 
peke waald te raied •ts,c the means of the c•co;de 
They tter-tr...re beliesed that they should be able to 
coeagn the re...7.k to i...etples. ignorance." 	• 
llic r.ho•e quota:inn clearly exploit. the owed- 
norm-a cr th..e evies' raw, to permit the FOOR X,thr 
to 	t 	krio-diedgi 	th_e 	ss _Pit, if unfe- 
Wriefed, Wesaild Conseg to thesis .. The .111Cli crave 
after thenc,s, c-f the 	art I the law does net pre- 
vent -rricar thin runluirimr, information through 
means thst interest and amine, while they instruct. 
'The reor; liciwerer, who are of the same frame of 
mind, arc ci-uelly shut out from this source of in- 
's:ruction. 	The rich are_ allow_ed (rent the passing 
t 	da f. 	rel TT-hate-Ter' knowledge 	-they- 
b_5; 
7/Abr. 	 7", 	 :•"; 
' 
•_ 	- 
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